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A ROBUST APPROACH TO SHARP MULTIPLIER THEOREMS

FOR GRUSHIN OPERATORS

GIAN MARIA DALL’ARA AND ALESSIO MARTINI

Abstract. We prove a multiplier theorem of Mihlin–Hörmander type for op-

erators of the form −∆x−V (x)∆y on Rd1x ×Rd2y , where V (x) =
∑d1
j=1 Vj(xj),

the Vj are perturbations of the power law t 7→ |t|2σ , and σ ∈ (1/2,∞). The
result is sharp whenever d1 ≥ (1+σ)d2. The main novelty of the result resides

in its robustness: this appears to be the first sharp multiplier theorem for

nonelliptic subelliptic operators allowing for step higher than two and pertur-
bation of the coefficients. The proof hinges on precise estimates for eigenvalues

and eigenfunctions of one-dimensional Schrödinger operators, which are stable

under perturbations of the potential.

1. Introduction

1.1. Setting and main result. Let X be a measure space and L a self-adjoint
operator on L2(X). A Borel functional calculus for L is defined via the spectral
theorem and, for all bounded Borel functions F : R→ C, the operator

F (L) =

∫
R
F (λ) dE(λ)

is bounded on L2(X) (here E is the spectral resolution of L). Boundedness of
the “spectral multiplier” F is in general not enough, however, to guarantee Lp-
boundedness for p 6= 2 of the operator F (L).

In the case L = −∆ is the Laplace operator on Rn, Lp-boundedness of F (L) is
related to smoothness properties of F . The Mihlin–Hörmander multiplier theorem
[Mih56, Hör60] indeed implies that F (L) is of weak type (1, 1) and Lp-bounded for
all p ∈ (1,∞) whenever F satisfies the local scale-invariant smoothness condition

sup
t>0
‖F (t·)χ‖Lqs(R) <∞ (1.1)

for q = 2 and some s > n/2; here Lqs(R) denotes the Lq Sobolev space of fractional
order s and χ ∈ C∞c ((0,∞)) is any nontrivial cutoff. Strong L1 boundedness of
F (L) does not hold in general under this assumption, but can be recovered, e.g.,
when F is compactly supported and belongs to L2

s(R) for some s > n/2: this
corresponds, e.g., to the L1-boundedness of the Bochner–Riesz means (1 − tL)α+
whenever α > (n− 1)/2 and t > 0.

The smoothness condition s > n/2 in these results is sharp, in the sense that n/2
cannot be replaced by a smaller quantity (see, e.g., [SW01] and references therein).
In addition, the validity of these results has little to do with the symmetries of
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the Euclidean Laplace operator (such as homogeneity and translation-invariance):
indeed analogous sharp results can be obtained in the case where L is an elliptic self-
adjoint (pseudo)differential operator on a compact manifold [SS89]. Weakening the
ellipticity assumption on L, on the other hand, turns out to be a more delicate issue
and obtaining sharp multiplier theorems of Mihlin–Hörmander type for nonelliptic
operators L is in general a challenging and widely open problem.

Interesting classes of nonelliptic differential operators with polynomial coeffi-
cients on Euclidean spaces were introduced in [Gru70], including operators on
Rd1x × Rd2y of the form

L = −∆x − V (x)∆y, (1.2)

where ∆x =
∑d1
j=1 ∂

2
xj and ∆y =

∑d2
k=1 ∂

2
yk

are the two “partial Laplacians” in

x and y, and V (x) = |x|2σ for some σ ∈ N. If σ > 0, then the operator L is a
“degenerate elliptic operator”, in the sense that it is elliptic off the “singular region”
{(x, y) : x = 0} where the coefficient V (x) vanishes. Nevertheless the operator L is
hypoelliptic and satisfies subelliptic estimates: this follows from a celebrated result
of Hörmander’s [Hör67], since one can write L as (minus) the sum of squares of
a system of vector fields satisfying Hörmander’s bracket-generating condition (see,
e.g., the discussion in [RS16, Section 3] for details). Moreover, this same condition
allows one to associate with the Grushin operator L a sub-Riemannian geometric
structure (see, e.g., [NSW85, Mon02]). The corresponding Carnot–Carathéodory
distance % on Rd1 × Rd2 satisfies the doubling condition

V(z, λR) ≤ C λQ V(z,R)

for some C > 0 and all z ∈ Rd1 × Rd2 , R > 0 and λ ≥ 1; here V(z,R) denotes the
(Lebesgue) measure of the %-ball of centre z and radius R, while

Q = d1 + (1 + σ)d2

is the so-called “homogeneous dimension”. In addition, the Grushin operator L
satisfies Gaussian-type heat kernel bounds, as well as finite propagation speed for
the corresponding wave equation, relative to the distance %. All these properties are
indeed shown in [RS08] for a broad class of Grushin-type operators, including oper-
ators of the form (1.2) where the coefficient V is only assumed to be a nonnegative
measurable function such that

κ−1|x|2σ ≤ V (x) ≤ κ|x|2σ (1.3)

for some constant κ ≥ 1 and a (possibly fractional) exponent σ ∈ (0,∞). As a con-
sequence, due to general results of [Heb95, CS01, DOS02], a multiplier theorem of
Mihlin–Hörmander type holds for L, yielding weak type (1, 1) and Lp-boundedness
for p ∈ (1,∞) of an operator of the form F (L) whenever the condition (1.1) with
q =∞ and some s > Q/2 is satisfied; correspondingly, L1-boundedness of Bochner–
Riesz means (1− tL)α+ is obtained whenever α > Q/2 [RS08, Section 8.2].

The smoothness condition s > Q/2 may appear as the natural analogue of
the condition s > n/2 for the Laplace operator on Rn (or a more general elliptic
operator on an n-manifold): indeed, the homogeneous dimension Q is a natural
dimensional parameter for the geometry associated with the Grushin operator L.
Differently from the elliptic case, however, the condition s > Q/2 need not be
sharp. The mismatch between the homogeneous dimension and the “sharp Mihlin–
Hörmander threshold” for a nonelliptic subelliptic operator was first discovered
in the case of a homogeneous left-invariant sub-Laplacian on a Heisenberg group
[Heb93, MS94]; in that case it was shown that the condition (1.1) with q = 2 and
s > d/2 is enough (and sharp), where d is the topological dimension of the group.
After that discovery, a number of results were obtained for subelliptic operators in
a variety of settings (and especially in the case of homogeneous sub-Laplacians on
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2-step stratified groups), improving on the condition s > Q/2 and often showing
that s > d/2 is enough (see, e.g., the discussion in [MM16]).

It should be noted that, in the case V (x) = |x|2σ with σ ∈ N, the Grushin oper-
ator L defined in (1.2) can be lifted to a homogeneous left-invariant sub-Laplacian
on a stratified group of step σ+ 1, and a number of properties of L can be deduced
from the analysis of the corresponding sub-Laplacian [RS76]. In particular, when
σ = 1 and d2 = 1, the Grushin operator L corresponds to a sub-Laplacian on a
Heisenberg group. Note that the lifting procedure increases the dimension of the
underlying space, hence a sharp multiplier theorem for the sub-Laplacian need not
directly imply a sharp result for the corresponding Grushin operator. Nevertheless
the mentioned results for Heisenberg and related groups make it plausible that the
general multiplier theorem for Grushin operators of [RS08] may be improved.

Indeed in [MS12, MM14] the case V (x) = |x|2 was treated for all values of d1 and
d2, proving that the condition (1.1) for q = 2 and some s > (d1 +d2)/2 is enough to
guarantee the weak-type (1, 1) and Lp-boundedness for p ∈ (1,∞) of F (L). Note
that d1 + d2 is the topological dimension of Rd1 × Rd2 . A contraction argument
[Mit74, KST82] exploiting the ellipticity of L off the singular region can be used to
show that the condition s > (d1 + d2)/2 is sharp. In addition, in [CS13] the case

V (x) =
∑d1
j=1 |xj | was considered, and a multiplier theorem with condition (1.1)

for q = 2 and some s > max{d1 + d2, 3d2/2}/2 was proved. By the contraction
argument cited above, this result is sharp when d1 ≥ d2/2.

Our main theorem is a significant generalization of these results. In order to
state it, let us introduce the class P2σ

ce of convex even functions U : R → R which
are of class C3 away from the origin and satisfy the inequalities

κ−1t2σ ≤ U(t) ≤ κt2σ,
κ−1t2σ−1 ≤ U ′(t) ≤ κt2σ−1,

|U ′′(t)| ≤ κt2σ−2,

|U ′′′(t)| ≤ κt2σ−3

for some constant κ ≥ 1 and all t > 0. Clearly the first of the above inequalities
is analogous to (1.3); here in addition we require a control of the derivatives of U
with the corresponding derivatives of | · |2σ up to order 3. Here is our result.

Theorem 1.1. Let σ ∈ (1/2,∞). Let L be defined by (1.2), where V : Rd1 → R
can be written as

V (x) =

d1∑
j=1

Vj(xj), (1.4)

and V1, . . . , Vd1 ∈ P2σ
ce . Let D = max{d1 + d2, (1 + σ)d2}. Let F : R → C be a

bounded Borel function. Then the following hold.

(i) If suppF ⊆ [1/2, 2] and F ∈ L2
s(R) for some s > D/2, then

sup
t>0
‖F (tL)‖1→1 ≤ Cs‖F‖L2

s(R).

(ii) If (1.1) is satisfied for q = 2 and some s > D/2, then F (L) is of weak-type
(1, 1) and bounded on Lp(Rd1 × Rd2) for all p ∈ (1,∞), and moreover

‖F (L)‖p→p ≤ Cs,p sup
t>0
‖F (t·)χ‖L2

s(R),

‖F (L)‖L1→L1,∞ ≤ Cs sup
t>0
‖F (t·)χ‖L2

s(R).

(iii) The Bochner–Riesz means (1 − tL)α+ are Lp-bounded for all p ∈ [1,∞]
uniformly in t > 0 whenever α > (D − 1)/2.
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A few comments may help to clarify the scope of Theorem 1.1.

(1) The parameter D is strictly less than the homogeneous dimension Q for all
values of d1 and d2, and moreover our smoothness condition is expressed in
terms of an Lq Sobolev norm with q = 2 instead of q =∞; hence, when it
applies, our result always yields an improvement to the general theorem of
[RS08].

(2) We can treat the case V (x) =
∑d1
j=1 |xj |2σ for all σ ∈ (1/2,∞). In particular

we “interpolate” between the previously known results of [MS12, MM14,
CS13], corresponding to σ = 1/2 and σ = 1, thus answering a question
posed in [CS13].

(3) By the aforementioned contraction argument, our result is sharp whenever
d1 ≥ σd2 (so that D = d1 + d2 is the topological dimension). This means
that, for all values of σ ∈ (1/2,∞), we obtain a sharp multiplier theorem
(with a suitable choice of d1 and d2).

(4) We do not assume that V is either algebraic or homogeneous: each of the
summands in (1.4) can be perturbed on R+ in a scale-invariant C3 fashion;
in this sense, our result is “perturbation-invariant”.

We believe that points (3) and (4) above reveal the main significance and in-
terest of our result: indeed, to the best of our knowledge, the previously known
sharp multiplier theorems for sub-Laplacians and related subelliptic operators have
only been obtained in the case of step at most 2 (corresponding to σ ≤ 1), and
only for quite rigid classes of operators (with algebraic or analytic coefficients, and
possessing a number of symmetries). While our assumptions on the operator L are
still somewhat restrictive, when compared to the assumptions in [RS08], neverthe-
less they appear to be a substantial relaxation of those in the previously known
sharp results; in these respects, our result may be considered as a step forward in
the investigation of the “sharp Mihlin–Hörmander threshold” for general subelliptic
operators.

1.2. Main ingredients of the proof and ties with mathematical physics.
The main advantage of working with Grushin operators is that, exploiting their pe-
culiar structure, precise information on their spectral theory and functional calculus
can be obtained from the analysis of certain families of Schrödinger operators.

Namely, if L is as in (1.2) and F f denotes the partial Fourier transform of
f ∈ L2(Rd1x × Rd2y ) in the variable y, then

F Lf(x, η) = L|η|2 F f(x, η),

where η is the dual variable to y, and, for all ξ ∈ (0,+∞), Lξ is the Schrödinger
operator on Rd1x given by

Lξ = −∆x + ξV (x).

Under the “decomposability assumption” (1.4), we can further write Lξ as the sum
of the one-dimensional Schrödinger operators

Lj,ξ = −∂2
xj + ξVj(xj)

for j = 1, . . . , d1, each of which acts on a different variable xj . In the present paper,
as well as in [MS12, MM14, CS13], a detailed analysis of these families of operators
(for appropriate choices of Vj) allows one to prove certain “weighted Plancherel
estimates” from which the corresponding sharp multiplier theorems follow by well-
developed techniques. More precisely, proving weighted Plancherel estimates boils
down to bounding from above certain sums involving eigenvalues and eigenfunctions
of the operators Lj,ξ.

In the case where V is homogeneous, a substantial simplification occurs: indeed
the operators Lj,ξ are conjugate to one another via suitable scalings of the variable
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xj , hence the problem reduces to the analysis of a single Schrödinger operator Lj,1
for each j = 1, . . . , d1. The previously known sharp results for Grushin operators fall
into this class: indeed, [MS12, MM14] are based on the analysis of the “harmonic
oscillator” −∂2

t + t2, while [CS13] is based on the analysis of the “anharmonic
oscillator” −∂2

t + |t|. Moreover, in these particular cases, the eigenfunctions can be
expressed in terms of special functions (namely, Hermite polynomials and the Airy
function), for which a number of estimates are readily available in the literature.

When V is not homogeneous, there seems to be no way to directly relate the
spectral decompositions of the various Lj,ξ. Moreover, in the generality of the class
of potentials P2σ

ec , one cannot obtain exact expressions for eigenfunctions in terms
of already-studied “special functions”. Hence we have to work simultaneously with
all the different Schrödinger operators Lj,ξ and look for estimates with a suitable
uniformity in the parameter ξ. In particular we need a precise understanding of
the behaviour of eigenfunctions in the so-called semiclassical regime ξ → +∞. A
mathematical physics tool devised to deal with such a problem is the WKB ap-
proximation (see, e.g., Chapter 15 of [Hal13] for an introduction), which, among
other things, allows one to understand the behaviour of eigenfunctions in the most
delicate region, that is, around the transition points that separate the “classical
region”, where the potential is smaller than the energy level, and its complement.
A key role in this approximation is played by the Airy function. Despite the ef-
fectiveness of this procedure, it is far from obvious how to derive from it estimates
that possess the kind of uniformity in the space variable, the energy and the values
of the parameter ξ that we need for our purposes.

In the present paper we follow a different route, resorting to a general method due
to Olver [Olv74] to obtain approximate representations of solutions to second-order
ODEs with a “simple turning point”. Thanks to this tool we obtain, after some
work, estimates with the desired uniformities. Perhaps not surprisingly, Olver’s
representation of solutions involves again Airy functions.

Although Olver’s method plays the central role in our analysis, a number of
technical problems arise when one tries to derive our main result from the estimates
of eigenfunctions one gets out of it. Here we would like to point out a few of the
tools that we employ to deal with these difficulties:

(1) a uniform version (due to Hartman and Titchmarsh) of the so-called “Bohr–
Sommerfeld formula”, which we use in a somewhat unconventional way to
estimate “gaps” between transition points corresponding to different energy
levels and values of ξ; indeed, in the case d1 > 1, we are led to studying the
separation of lattice-like structures formed by “vectors of transition points”
corresponding to the different Schrödinger operators Lj,ξ;

(2) the L2-boundedness of “Riesz transforms of arbitrary order” associated
with one-dimensional Schrödinger operators with potentials in our class
P2σ

ce ; while this appears to be known in particular cases, such as that of
polynomial potentials (where the problem can be reduced via lifting to
subelliptic estimates for homogeneous sub-Laplacians on stratified groups),
a corresponding result in the generality we need does not seem to exist in
the literature;

(3) a virial-type bound for eigenfunctions (again for our class of potentials),
which asserts that a significant fraction of the total energy comes from the
potential term or, equivalently, that potential and kinetic energy of “eigen-
states” are comparable (see, e.g., [Foc30, Wei67, GG99] for the classical
virial theorem in quantum mechanics).

1.3. Open questions. As already mentioned, our result is certainly not the de-
finitive answer to the problem of obtaining sharp multiplier theorems for Grushin
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operators (or more general subelliptic operators), and a number of questions remain
open. We would like to list a few of them.

(1) We know that our result is sharp in the case d1 ≥ σd2, where the parameter
D coincides with the topological dimension d1 + d2. Can the result be
improved when d1 < σd2, and D replaced with d1 + d2 in any case? The
methods used in this paper, based on “weighted Plancherel estimates” with
weights “depending only on the variable x”, appear not to be suitable to
obtain such a result when d1 � d2. On the other hand, from [MM14]
we know that this improvement is possible in the particular case of the
“harmonic oscillator” Grushin operator. Namely, in [MM14] a different
method (with weights “depending also on the variable y”) is developed,
which however is based on special identities for Hermite polynomials; a
challenging problem is whether a more robust version of this method can
be applied in the generality of our assumptions.

(2) Another question that might be investigated is whether the restriction σ >
1/2 is really necessary. Recall that the “unperturbed case” with σ = 1/2,
treated in [CS13], was based on the analysis of the anharmonic operator,
whose eigenfunctions are expressed in terms of the Airy function. The
fact that Olver’s method gives an approximate expression of solutions to
ODEs in terms of the Airy function somehow explains our restriction on
σ: in order to obtain a uniform control of the error, we need a better local
behaviour of the perturbed potential and its derivatives compared to the
“approximating potential” | · | corresponding to the Airy function. However
one may wonder whether there exist alternative methods that allow one to
“interpolate” between our results and the elliptic case σ = 0.

(3) Despite the “perturbation-invariant” character of our assumptions, the “de-
composability condition” (1.4) appears still to be a very strong structural
assumption on V . It would be interesting to know whether it is possible
to get rid of this assumption and consider “genuinely multi-dimensional”
potentials V . This would clearly require changing considerably the tech-
niques exploited in this work: for example, in trying to follow the approach
sketched above, one would need to get precise estimates for eigenfunctions
of multi-dimensional Schrödinger operators, a problem that is considerably
harder than its one-dimensional analogue.

(4) Finally, one could consider Grushin operators of the form (1.2) on Rd1×Rd2
as prototypes of more general degenerate elliptic operators on manifolds and
ask whether similar sharp results can be obtained in this greater generality.
In this vein, the simplest example one could think of is probably a sum-of-
squares operator L = −(X2 + Y 2) on a 2-dimensional compact manifold,
where the vector fields X and Y are allowed to vanish, but together with
their commutator [X,Y ] span the tangent at each point: already for this
apparently simple example the so-far available techniques do not appear to
be enough to obtain a sharp multiplier theorem for L. The recent result
[CCM17], devoted to the analysis of a particular Grushin-type operator
on the 2-sphere in R3, indicates the possibility of treating such operators
on compact manifolds; however the problem of obtaining a “perturbation-
invariant” result in this context remains open.

1.4. Structure of the paper. In Section 2 we recall Olver’s result on approximate
solutions to ODEs with a simple turning point, and show how it can be used to prove
estimates for square-integrable solutions on R+ of the equation u′′ = α2(U − 1)u,
when α is a large positive parameter and U is in one of our classes of potentials
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P2σ
ec (in fact, many results of this and the following sections hold in slightly greater

generality).
Next, in Section 3 we prove a few results for one-dimensional Schrödinger op-

erators with potentials in our classes: L2-bounds of Riesz transforms of arbitrary
order (Proposition 3.2), the virial-type integral bound (Proposition 3.3), and pre-
cise pointwise estimates for eigenfunctions (Proposition 3.4). Except for the bound
on Riesz transforms, these proofs rely heavily on the estimates of Section 2.

In Section 4 we proceed to consider one-parameter families of Schrödinger opera-
tors of the form −∂2

x+ξV (again with V in one of our classes). We prove bounds on
eigenvalues, transition points, and derivatives with respect to ξ of the eigenvalues
(Proposition 4.1). We also state the Bohr–Sommerfeld formula with uniform error
(Theorem 4.2). For the sake of completeness, we devote an Appendix to describing
how the statement of Theorem 4.2 follows from the arguments of [Tit62].

Finally, in Section 5 we discuss the spectral theory and functional calculus of
Grushin operators and we prove the weighted Plancherel estimates. The key steps
are Lemma 5.4 (where gaps between transition points are studied, crucially relying
on the Bohr–Sommerfeld formula) and Proposition 5.8 (where a pointwise estimate
for the density of the “Plancherel measure” associated to Grushin operators is
obtained). Finally, in Section 5.3, we derive our main result, Theorem 1.1.

1.5. Notation. We denote by N (resp. N+, R+
0 , R+) the set of natural numbers

(resp. positive integers, nonnegative real numbers, positive real numbers).

2. Analysis of L2 solutions of u′′ = α2(U − 1)u

We begin with defining a class of functions on R+ related to the class of potentials
on R featuring in Theorem 1.1.

Definition 2.1. For κ, d ∈ R+, we denote by Pd+(κ) the collection of C3 functions
U : R+ → R+ which satisfy

κ−1xd ≤ U(x) ≤ κxd, (2.1)

κ−1xd−1 ≤ U ′(x) ≤ κxd−1, (2.2)

|U ′′(x)| ≤ κxd−2, (2.3)

|U ′′′(x)| ≤ κxd−3 (2.4)

for all x ∈ R+.

Since our estimates will depend on U ∈ Pd+(κ) only through the parameters d
and κ, it is convenient to introduce the notation A . B for the inequality A ≤ CB,
where C is a positive constant that depends only on κ and d. Accordingly, we write
A ' B when both A . B and B . A hold.

The goal of this section is to prove the following proposition, which will be crucial
for the rest of our analysis.

Proposition 2.2. Let d > 1, κ ∈ R+, and U ∈ Pd+(κ). There exists α0 ' 1 such
that if α ≥ α0 and u is a solution of

u′′(x) = α2 (U(x)− 1)u(x) ∀x ∈ R+ (2.5)

such that
∫
R+ u

2 < +∞, then the following pointwise estimates hold:

u(x)2 . |x− x0|−1/2

∫
R+

u2 ∀x ∈ R+ (2.6)

and

u(x)2 . α1/3

∫
R+

u2 ∀x ∈ R+, (2.7)
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where x0 ∈ R+ is uniquely defined by U(x0) = 1. Moreover, the following integral
estimate holds: ∫

R+

Uu2 &
∫
R+

u2. (2.8)

For the rest of the section, we work with a fixed U ∈ Pd+(κ), focusing on the
uniformity of our estimates, that is, on the dependence of the implicit constants
only on d and κ.

2.1. Olver’s approximate solutions of ODEs with one simple turning
point. From Definition 2.1 it follows immediately that there exists a unique point
x0 ∈ R+ where U(x0) = 1, and moreover U ′(x0) 6= 0. In the classical language of
ODEs, the equation (2.5) has a simple turning point. Following [Olv74] (in partic-
ular, see Section 3 of Chapter 11), we introduce the new independent variable ζ,
related to x as follows:

ζ(x) =

−
(

3
2

∫ x0

x

√
1− U

)2/3
, x ∈ (0, x0],(

3
2

∫ x
x0

√
U − 1

)2/3

, x ∈ [x0,+∞).

It is easily seen that ζ is a homeomorphism of R+ onto (−b,+∞) and that it is C4

on R+ \ {x0}, where

b =

(
3

2

∫ x0

0

√
1− U

)2/3

∈ R+.

It is proved in [Olv74] that ζ is in fact C3 on the whole R+, and we will have more
to say about that in what follows.

We next recall the definition of Olver’s auxiliary functions E and M . Let c be
the negative root of Ai(x) = Bi(x) of smallest absolute value, where Ai and Bi are
the Airy function of first and second kind respectively. Then

E(x) =

{
1, x ≤ c,√

Bi(x)/Ai(x), x ≥ c,
while

M(x) =

{√
Ai(x)2 + Bi(x)2, x ≤ c,√
2Ai(x) · Bi(x), x ≥ c.

The last ingredient we need to state Olver’s theorem is the Schwarzian derivative

Φ(ζ) :=

(
dx

dζ

)1/2
d2

dζ2

[(
dx

dζ

)−1/2
]

(ζ ∈ (−b,+∞)). (2.9)

Here is finally Olver’s result [Olv74, Chapter 11, Theorem 3.1].

Theorem 2.3. If

J :=

∫ +∞

−b

|Φ(ζ)|√
|ζ|

dζ < +∞, (2.10)

then for all α ∈ R+ the equation (2.5) has two global solutions uα and vα such that

uα(x) = (ζ ′)
−1/2

(
Ai(α2/3ζ) + εα(x)

)
,

vα(x) = (ζ ′)
−1/2

(
Bi(α2/3ζ) + ηα(x)

)
,

where

|εα(x)| ≤ 1

λ

M(α2/3ζ)

E(α2/3ζ)

(
eλα

−1J − 1
)
,

|ηα(x)| ≤ 1

λ
M(α2/3ζ)E(α2/3ζ)

(
eλα

−1J − 1
)
.
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Here λ is a positive universal constant whose exact value will play no role for
us. Notice that the bounds on ε and η in [Olv74] are expressed in terms of a more
precise error-control function which we trivially bound by the constant J .

Summarizing, we associated to our potential U ∈ Pd+(κ) the following objects:
the turning (or transition) point x0, the new variable ζ, the quantities b and J ,
and the family of solutions (uα)α>0 and (vα)α>0, which will be later shown to
be respectively recessive and dominant (that is, square-integrable and not square-
integrable).

2.2. A useful lemma. We discuss here a technical lemma that will be needed
later. First of all, fix 0 < y0 < y1. If γ > −1, and f : (0, y1) → R is a continuous
function, we define

gγy0,y1(f)(x) :=

{
(y0 − x)−γ−1

∫ y0
x

(y0 − y)γf(y) dy, x ∈ (0, y0),

(x− y0)−γ−1
∫ x
y0

(y − y0)γf(y) dy, x ∈ (y0, y1).

Next, given ρ ≤ 0 and K ∈ R+, we denote by Cρy1(K) the collection of C2

functions f : (0, y1)→ R+ such that

K−1 ≤ f(x) ≤ K, |f ′(x)| ≤ K, |f ′′(x)| ≤ Kxρ ∀x ∈ (0, y1).

If ρ = 0, the last inequality just means that f ′′ is bounded on the whole interval,
while if ρ < 0 it is allowed to be singular at 0.

Lemma 2.4. Let y0, y1,K, ρ be as above, and f, g ∈ Cρy1(K).

(i) There exists K̃ = K̃(K, ρ, y1) such that f · g ∈ Cρy1(K̃).

(ii) For every r ∈ R there exists K̃ = K̃(K, ρ, y1, r) such that fr ∈ Cρy1(K̃).

(iii) For every γ > −1 there exists K̃ = K̃(K, ρ, y0, y1, γ) such that

gγy0,y1(f) ∈ Cρy1(K̃).

A couple of comments may be useful.

(1) The functions in the class Cρy1(K̃) are positive, thus their real powers ap-
pearing in part (ii) are well-defined.

(2) Part (iii) above implicitly states that gγy0,y1(f), initially defined for x 6= y0,

has a C2 extension to the whole interval.

Proof. The proofs of parts (i) and (ii) are pretty straightforward, so we limit our-
selves to check the bound on second derivatives of f · g, leaving the other compu-
tations to the reader. If f, g ∈ Cρy1(K) we have

|(f · g)′′(x)| = |2f ′(x)g′(x) + f(x)g′′(x) + f ′′(x)g(x)|

≤ 2K2 + 2K2xρ ≤ 2K2y−ρ1 xρ + 2K2xρ,

and hence K̃ := 2K2(y−ρ1 + 1) works.
The proof of part (iii) requires just a bit more care. Observing that we have

(x− y0)γ+1 = (γ + 1)

∫ x

y0

(y − y0)γ dy (x > y0),

and the analogous formula for x < y0, it is clear that gγy0,y1(f) has a continuous
extension to x0. Differentiating the integration by parts formula:

gγy0,y1(f)(x) =
f(x)

γ + 1
− (x− y0)−γ−1

∫ x

y0

(y − y0)γ+1

γ + 1
f ′(y) dy (x > y0)

and the corresponding one for x < y0, we find

d

dx
gγy0,y1(f)(x) = gγ+1

y0,y1(f ′)(x) ∀x 6= y0.
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In particular, from what we said above, gγy0,y1(f) is C1. Iterating the procedure,

we see that it is in fact C2 and

d2

dx2
gγy0,y1(f)(x) = gγ+2

y0,y1(f ′′)(x).

Moreover, if x < y0, then∣∣∣∣ d2

dx2
gγy0,y1(f)(x)

∣∣∣∣ ≤ (y0 − x)−γ−3

∫ y0

x

(y0 − y)γ+2|f ′′(y)| dy

≤ Kxρ(y0 − x)−γ−3

∫ y0

x

(y0 − y)γ+2 dy ≤ K

γ + 3
xρ,

while, if x > y0, then∣∣∣∣ d2

dx2
gγy0,y1(f)(x)

∣∣∣∣ ≤ (x− y0)−γ−3

∫ x

y0

(y − y0)γ+2|f ′′(y)| dy

≤ Kyρ0
γ + 3

≤ Kyρ0
(γ + 3)yρ1

xρ.

We omit the easier bounds on gγy0,y1(f) and its first derivative. �

2.3. Bounding J . We can now discuss the main step in the proof of Proposition
2.2, that is, Lemma 2.9 below. This relies on a few facts that we proceed to state
and prove.

Proposition 2.5. We have x0 ' 1 and b ' 1. Moreover, there exists x1 > x0 such
that x1 ' 1 and the following estimates hold for x ≥ x1:√

U(x)− 1 ' xd/2, ζ(x) ' x(d+2)/3, ζ ′(x) ' ζ(x)(d−1)/(d+2).

Proof. We are going to use Definition 2.1 many times without comment.
The estimate on the transition point is obvious: x0 ' U(x0)1/d = 1. Then

b =

(
3

2

∫ x0

0

√
1− U

)2/3

. x2/3
0 ' 1.

If we define x′0 by U(x′0) = 1/2, we also have x′0 ' 1 and

b =

(
3

2

∫ x0

0

√
1− U

)2/3

≥

(
3

2

∫ x′0

0

1√
2

)2/3

' 1.

Defining x′1 by U(x′1) = 2, we have x′1 ' 1 and, for every x ≥ x′1,

xd/2 .

√
U(x)

2
≤
√
U(x)− 1 ≤

√
U(x) . xd/2,

and

ζ(x)3/2 '
∫ x

x0

√
U(x)− 1

'
∫ x′1

x0

√
U(x)− 1 +

∫ x

x′1

xd/2

'
∫ x′1

x0

√
U(x)− 1 + x1+d/2 − (x′1)1+d/2

Since
∫ x′1
x0

√
U(x)− 1 ≤ x′1 . 1, it is clear that we can choose x1 ' 1 such that

ζ(x)3/2 ' x1+d/2 when x ≥ x1, as we wanted.
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Finally, differentiating the identity 2
3ζ(x)3/2 =

∫ x
x0

√
U − 1 for x > x0 and the

corresponding identity for x < x0, we find

ζ ′ =

√
U − 1

ζ
(x 6= x0). (2.11)

Notice that U > 1 when ζ > 0 and U < 1 when ζ < 0. The estimate of ζ ′ on
[x1,+∞) follows from what we just proved. �

Consider next the auxiliary function

β(x) :=

{
U(x)−1
x−x0

, x 6= x0,

U ′(x0), x = x0,

which is clearly positive and continuous on R+ and C3 on R+ \ {x0}.

Proposition 2.6. The following identity holds:

ζ ′ =

(
2

3

)1/3√
β · [g1/2

x0,x1
(
√
β)(x)]−1/3 ∀x ∈ (0, x1) \ {x0}.

Proof. From the identity (2.11) it follows that

ζ ′ =

√
U − 1

ζ
=
√
β

(√
ζ

x− x0

)−1

(x 6= x0).

If x > x0, then√
ζ

x− x0
=

(
3

2

)1/3(
|x− x0|−3/2

∫ x

x0

√
U − 1

)1/3

=

(
3

2

)1/3
(
|x− x0|−3/2

∫ x

x0

(y − x0)1/2

√
U(y)− 1

y − x0
dy

)1/3

=

(
3

2

)1/3

g1/2
x0,x1

(
√
β)(x)1/3.

Analogously one can see that the same identity holds also for x < x0. �

Proposition 2.7. β ∈ Cρx1
(K1), where K1 . 1 and ρ = min{d− 2, 0}.

Here x1 is the constant appearing in Proposition 2.5.

Proof. Estimate of β(x): Let x′0 and x′′0 be such that U(x′0) = 1/2 and U(x′′0) = 3/2,
so that

1

2
= U(x0)− U(x′0) = U ′(x̄)(x0 − x′0) ' x̄d−1(x0 − x′0),

for some x̄ ∈ [x′0, x0]. Since x′0, x0 ' 1, this implies (x0 − x′0) ' 1. Analogously,
one shows that (x′′0 − x0) ' 1. Therefore, when x ∈ (0, x1] \ (x′0, x

′′
0), we have

β(x) ' |U(x)− 1| and, using the monotonicity of U , we conclude that

1

2
= min{1− U(x′0), U(x′′0)− 1} ≤ |U(x)− 1| . 1 + xd1 . 1.

If instead x ∈ (x′0, x
′′
0) \ {x0}, then

β(x) =
U(x)− U(x0)

x− x0
= U ′(x̄) ' x̄d−1,

for some x̄ between x and x0. Hence β(x) ' 1 on (0, x1].
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Estimate of |β′(x)|: We have

β′(x) =
U ′(x)(x− x0)− U(x) + 1

(x− x0)2
(x 6= x0).

If x ∈ (0, x1] \ (x′0, x
′′
0), then |β′(x)| . U ′(x) +U(x) + 1 . xd−1 +xd + 1 . 1 (notice

that d > 1 and xd−1 is bounded at 0). If instead x ∈ (x′0, x
′′
0), then we look at the

expansion of U up to second order:

1 = U(x0) = U(x) + U ′(x)(x0 − x) +
U ′′(x̄)

2
(x0 − x)2,

for some x̄ between x and x0. This allows us to write β′(x) = U ′′(x̄)/2, which
implies easily that β is C1 and |β′(x)| . 1 on (0, x1].

Estimate of |β′′(x)|: We have

β′′(x) =
U ′′(x)(x− x0)2 − 2U ′(x)(x− x0) + 2U(x)− 2

(x− x0)3
(x 6= x0).

If x ∈ (0, x1] \ (x′0, x
′′
0), then

|β′′(x)| . |U ′′(x)|+ U ′(x) + U(x) + 1

. xd−2 + xd−1 + xd + 1 . xρ,

where ρ := min{d− 2, 0}. If instead x ∈ (x′0, x
′′
0), then we look at the expansion of

U up to third order:

1 = U(x0) = U(x) + U ′(x)(x0 − x) +
U ′′(x)

2
(x0 − x)2 +

U ′′′(x̄)

6
(x0 − x)3,

for some x̄ between x and x0. Analogously as above, this allows us to write β′′(x) =
U ′′′(x̄)/3, and conclude that β is C2 and β′′(x) . xρ on (0, x1]. �

Combining Proposition 2.6, Proposition 2.7, and Lemma 2.4 immediately yields
the following result.

Proposition 2.8. ζ ′ ∈ Cρx1
(K2) with K2 . 1 and ρ = min{d− 2, 0}. In particular

ζ is a C3 diffeomorphism of R+ onto (−b,+∞).

We can finally prove the fundamental uniform bound on the quantity J defined
in (2.10), that will allow us to obtain uniform estimates from Olver’s result.

Lemma 2.9. J . 1.

Proof. By Proposition 2.8, the Schwarzian derivative Φ(ζ) defined in (2.9) is a
well-defined continuous function of ζ ∈ (−b,+∞). We split the integral in (2.10)
as follows:

J =

(∫ −b/2
−b

+

∫ ζ1

−b/2
+

∫ +∞

ζ1

)
|Φ(ζ)|√
|ζ|

dζ =: J1 + J2 + J3,

where ζ1 := ζ(x1).
We start by rewriting formula (2.9) as

Φ(ζ(x)) = ζ ′(x)−1/2 d
2

dζ2

[
ζ ′(x)1/2

]
= ζ ′(x)−3/2 d

dx

[
ζ ′(x)−1 d

dx

[
ζ ′(x)1/2

]]
.

By Proposition 2.8 and Lemma 2.4, we have that (ζ ′)1/2, (ζ ′)−1, (ζ ′)−3/2 ∈ Cρx1
(K3)

with K3 . 1, and hence

|Φ(ζ(x))| ≤ K3
3 +K3

3 x
ρ . xρ ∀x ≤ x1. (2.12)

Now denote by x−1 > 0 the point such that ζ(x−1) = −b/2. Then

1 ' b

2
= ζ(x−1)− (−b) =

∫ x−1

0

ζ ′(x) dx ' x−1,
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where we used Proposition 2.8 and the fact that x−1 < x0 < x1. Thus (2.12) gives

|Φ(ζ(x))| . (x−1)ρ . 1 ∀x ∈ (x−1, x1). (2.13)

We can now take care of the first two parts of the J integral. We have

J1 =

∫ −b/2
−b

|Φ(ζ)|√
|ζ|

dζ ≤
√

2

b

∫ −b/2
−b

|Φ(ζ)| dζ

=

√
2

b

∫ x−1

0

|Φ(ζ(x))| ζ ′(x) dx

.
∫ x−1

0

xρ dx . 1,

where we used (2.12), b ' 1 ' x−1, ζ ′ ' 1 on (0, x1) (by Proposition 2.8), and
ρ = min{d− 2, 0} > −1. We also have

J2 =

∫ ζ1

−b/2

|Φ(ζ)|√
|ζ|

dζ .
∫ ζ1

−b/2

dζ√
|ζ|
. 1,

where we used (2.13) and b ' 1 ' ζ1.
To take care of the region where ζ ≥ ζ1, we recall (see [Olv74, Chapter 11, eq.

(3.06)]) that the definition of Φ and a straightforward computation give

Φ(ζ(x)) = ζ(x) ·
(

4f(x)f ′′(x)− 5f ′(x)2

16f(x)3

)
+

5

16ζ(x)2
,

where f(x) = U(x)− 1. By Definition 2.1 and Proposition 2.5,∣∣∣∣4f(x)f ′′(x)− 5(f ′(x))2

16f(x)3

∣∣∣∣ . x−d−2 ' ζ(x)−3 ∀x ≥ x1.

Thus |Φ(ζ)| . ζ−2 when ζ ≥ ζ1 and

J3 =

∫ +∞

ζ1

|Φ(ζ)|√
|ζ|

dζ .
∫ +∞

ζ1

ζ−2dζ . 1.

This completes the proof. �

2.4. L2 norms of Olver’s solutions. Lemma 2.9 proves that the hypotheses of
Theorem 2.3 are satisfied, so we are allowed to consider the one-parameter families
of Olver solutions {uα}α>0 and {vα}α>0. The next two propositions state that they
are respectively recessive and dominant, and do so in a quantitative fashion.

Proposition 2.10. If α > λ
log( λ√

2
+1)

J , then vα /∈ L2(R+).

Recall that λ is the universal positive constant appearing in Theorem 2.3. What
matters for us is that, combining Proposition 2.10 and Lemma 2.9, we find a thresh-
old for α which is uniform in our class of potentials.

Proof. Recalling the definitions of ηα, c, and Olver’s auxiliary functions (see Section
2.1), we have

|ηα(x)| ≤
√

2

λ
Bi(α2/3ζ(x))

(
eλα

−1J − 1
)

= (1−τ)Bi(α2/3ζ(x)), ∀x : α2/3ζ(x) ≥ c,

where τ is positive, due to the assumption on α. Thus∫ +∞

0

v2
α(x) dx ≥ τ

∫
α2/3ζ(x)≥c

Bi(α2/3ζ(x))2 ζ ′(x)−1 dx

= τ

∫
α2/3ζ≥c

Bi(α2/3ζ)2 (ζ ′)−2 dζ,
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where we changed variable of integration, and of course ζ ′ = ζ ′(x(ζ)). Since c < 0
and ζ1 = ζ(x1) > 0, we can restrict the interval of integration to (ζ1,+∞) and use
Proposition 2.5 to bound this integral from below by

τ

∫ +∞

ζ1

Bi(α2/3ζ)2 ζ−(2d−2)/(d+2) dζ.

This integral diverges because Bi(t) ∼ π−1/2t−1/4 exp( 2
3 t

3/2) as t→ +∞. �

Proposition 2.11. There exists α0 ' 1 such that, for every α ≥ α0,∫
R+

uα(x)2 dx ' α−1/3, (2.14)

and ∫
R+

U(x)uα(x)2 dx & α−1/3. (2.15)

The second inequality above will be used in the proof of the virial-type bound
in Section 3.

Proof. We change variable as above and split the integral as follows:∫
R+

uα(x)2 dx =

(∫ cα−2/3

−b
+

∫ ζ1

cα−2/3

+

∫ +∞

ζ1

)
uα(x(ζ))2 (ζ ′)−1 dζ

=: Iosc + Itrans + Iexp,

where ζ1 = ζ(x1) as before, and the subscripts stand for oscillatory, transition, and
exponential(ly decaying).

In the oscillatory region {ζ ≤ cα−2/3}:

εα(x(ζ)) ≤ δ(α)
√

Ai(α2/3ζ)2 + Bi(α2/3ζ)2,

with δ(α) := λ−1
(
eλα

−1J − 1
)

. Recall the asymptotics at −∞ of the Airy functions

[Olv74, pp. 392–393]:

Ai(t) =
1√

π|t|1/4
cos

(
2

3
|t|3/2 − π

4

)
+O(|t|−7/4),

Bi(t) = − 1√
π|t|1/4

sin

(
2

3
|t|3/2 − π

4

)
+O(|t|−7/4).

If c′ < 2c, then it is easy to deduce that

C−1|c′|1/2 ≤
∫ c

c′
Ai(t)2 dt,

∫ c

c′
Bi(t)2 dt ≤ C|c′|1/2,

where the constant C is universal. Therefore, if bα2/3 > 2|c|, then∫ cα−2/3

−b
εα(x(ζ))2 dζ ≤ δ(α)2α−2/3

(∫ c

−bα2/3

Ai(t)2 dt+

∫ c

−bα2/3

Bi(t)2 dt

)
≤ 2Cδ(α)2b1/2α−1/3,

and ∫ cα−2/3

−b
Ai(α2/3ζ)2 dζ = α−2/3

∫ c

−bα2/3

Ai(t)2 dt ' α−1/3.

Since b, J ' 1 and ζ ′ ' 1 in the oscillatory region (Proposition 2.8), there exists
α0 ' 1 such that for every α ≥ α0 we have

Iosc '
∫ cα−2/3

−b
(Ai(α2/3ζ) + εα(x(ζ)))2 dζ ' α−1/3.
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In the transition region {cα2/3 ≤ ζ ≤ ζ1} we have ζ ′ ' 1 by Proposition 2.8, and

|εα(x(ζ))| ≤
√

2 δ(α) Ai(α2/3ζ) . Ai(α2/3ζ) ∀α ≥ α0.

Notice that α0 ' 1 has been fixed above, and hence the bound has the uniformity
we want. Therefore

Itrans '
∫ ζ1

cα−2/3

(Ai(α2/3ζ) + εα(x(ζ))2 dζ

. α−2/3

∫ ζ1α
2/3

c

Ai(t)2 dt . α−2/3,

because Ai is square-integrable on R+.
Finally, observe that in the exponential region {ζ ≥ ζ1} Proposition 2.5 gives

ζ ′ ' ζ(d−1)/(d+2), while |εα(x(ζ))| . Ai(α2/3ζ) ∀α ≥ α0 as in the transition region.
Thus

Iexp =

∫ +∞

ζ1

(Ai(α2/3ζ) + εα(x(ζ))2 (ζ ′)−2 dζ

.
∫ +∞

ζ1

Ai(α2/3ζ)2 ζ−(2d−2)/(d+2) dζ

≤ ζ−(2d−2)/(d+2)
1

∫ +∞

ζ1

Ai(α2/3ζ)2 dζ

. α−2/3

∫ +∞

α2/3ζ1

Ai(ζ)2dζ . α−2/3.

Putting the estimates for the three integrals together (and enlarging α0 while keep-
ing it ' 1, if needed), we obtain (2.14).

To prove estimate (2.15) observe that∫
R+

U(x)uα(x)2 dx =

∫ +∞

−b
U(x(ζ))uα(x(ζ))2 (ζ ′)−1 dζ

≥
∫ cα−2/3

−b/2
U(x(ζ))uα(x(ζ))2 (ζ ′)−1 dζ

& (x−1)d
∫ cα−2/3

−b/2
uα(x(ζ))2 (ζ ′)−1 dζ,

where ζ(x−1) = −b/2 as in the proof of Lemma 2.9. Now the same argument as
before proves that the integral above is ' α−1/3 for α ≥ α0, where α0 ' 1. �

2.5. Proof of Proposition 2.2. The space of solutions of (2.5) is 2-dimensional,
and hence it is spanned by the functions uα and vα. If α ≥ α0 as in the statement
of Proposition 2.10, then we must have u = λuα for some λ ∈ R. Integrating both
sides and using Proposition 2.11, we immediately conclude that λ2 ' α1/3

∫
R+ u

2.
Hence we have the pointwise estimate

u(x)2∫
R+ u2

' α1/3uα(x)2

.
α1/3

ζ ′

(
Ai(α2/3ζ)2 +

M(α2/3ζ)2

E(α2/3ζ)2

(
eλα

−1J − 1
)2
)

.
α1/3

ζ ′

(
Ai(α2/3ζ)2 +

M(α2/3ζ)2

E(α2/3ζ)2

)
,
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where the second line follows from the discussion in Section 2.1, and the third
one from α ≥ α0 ' 1 and Lemma 2.9. Observe that we have the trivial bounds
Ai(x)2 ≤M(x)2/E(x)2 and E(x)2 ≥ 1, and that

M(x) . |x|−1/4 ∀x ∈ R.

This inequality follows from the asymptotics at +∞ and −∞ of Airy functions (see,
e.g., [Olv74, p. 395]). Putting everything together, we get

u(x)2∫
R+ u2

.
α1/3

ζ ′
M(α2/3ζ)2 .

ζ−1/2

ζ ′
=

1√
U − 1

. (2.16)

The last identity follows from (2.11). Now, recalling the definition of β in Section
2.3 and Proposition 2.7, we have

|U(x)− 1| = β(x)|x− x0| ' |x− x0| ∀x ≤ x1.

If x ≥ x1, then Proposition 2.5 gives |U(x)− 1| ' xd ≥ xd−1
1 |x− x0| & |x− x0|. In

any case we obtain (2.6).
Note also that, from (2.16) and the fact that M is a bounded function, we obtain

u(x)2∫
R+ u2

.
α1/3

ζ ′
.

On the other hand, from Proposition 2.8 we know that ζ ′(x) ' 1 for x ∈ (0, x1),
while, by Proposition 2.5, ζ ′(x) ' x(d−1)/3 & 1 for x ≥ x1, and in any case (2.7)
follows.

Inequality (2.8) follows from Proposition 2.11 arguing as above.

3. Schrödinger operators

The goal of this section is to prove several precise estimates for eigenvalues and
eigenfunctions of one-dimensional Schrödinger operators of the form

−∂2
x + V,

where the potential V is in a suitable class of perturbations of power laws; as in
Section 2, the key issue is obtaining uniform estimates for all the potentials in
a given class. Before delving into our results, let us recall some basic facts and
establish notation.

We find it convenient to introduce the set P of potentials V : R→ R+
0 satisfying

the following conditions:

(1) V (0) = 0,
(2) V is continuous,
(3) V is strictly increasing in R+ and strictly decreasing in R−,
(4) lim|x|→+∞ V (x) = +∞.

If V ∈ P, then the operator −∂2
x+V , defined on test functions, is essentially self-

adjoint (see, e.g., [RS75], Theorem X.28). We denote by HV its unique self-adjoint
extension. The spectrum of HV is well-known to consist of a sequence of simple
positive eigenvalues tending to +∞ (see, e.g., [BS91], Chapter 2). We denote by
EVn the nth eigenvalue (with respect to increasing order and starting from n = 1)
of HV and by ψVn a corresponding real-valued L2-normalized eigenfunction. Basic
results of Sturm–Liouville theory (cf. Appendix) tell us that ψVn (x) has a definite
sign (positive or negative) for all x > 0 sufficiently large; since ψVn is defined up
to a sign, we choose ψVn so that ψVn (x) is positive for all sufficiently large x > 0.
Finally, it will be useful to denote by xV,+n (resp. xV,−n ) the unique positive (resp.
negative) solution of V (x) = EVn .
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We recall a basic comparison result, which holds in far greater generality than in
the class P (see, e.g., Section 4.5 of [Dav95]): if V ≤ cW pointwise for some c ≥ 1,
then

HV ≤ cHW

in the sense of quadratic forms, whence

EVn ≤ cEWn (3.1)

for all n ∈ N+.
We now define the classes of potentials we are actually interested in.

Definition 3.1. For κ, d ∈ R+, we denote by Pd(κ) the collection of continuous
functions V : R→ R+

0 which are of class C3 on R \ {0} and satisfy

κ−1|x|d ≤ V (x) ≤ κ|x|d, (3.2)

κ−1|x|d−1 ≤ |V ′(x)| ≤ κ|x|d−1, (3.3)

|V ′′(x)| ≤ κ|x|d−2, (3.4)

|V ′′′(x)| ≤ κ|x|d−3 (3.5)

for all x ∈ R \ {0}. Let Pdec(κ) be the collection of even and convex functions in

Pd(κ). Finally, let MPd(κ) be the collection of functions of the form ξV where
ξ ∈ R+ and V ∈ Pd(κ) (here M stands for “multiples”).

Observe that MPd(κ) ⊆ P, so that the objects introduced above may be at-

tached to any V ∈MPd(κ).
As in the previous section, we fix d,κ ∈ R+ with d > 1. Before proceeding, let us

highlight that, since our estimates will depend on V only through the parameters
d and κ, in the following we will continue to use the symbols . and ' to conceal a
constant depending only on them, and write 'k, .k when the constant is allowed
to depend on an additional parameter k.

We now state the bounds that will be proved in the course of the section and
will be crucial in the subsequent developments.

Proposition 3.2 (Riesz transform bound). Let V ∈MPd(κ). Then, for all k ∈ N,
the inequality

‖V kf‖2 .k ‖(HV )kf‖2
holds for every f in the domain of (HV )k.

Proposition 3.3 (virial-type bound). For all V ∈MPd(κ) and n ∈ N+,∫
R
V (x)|ψVn (x)|2 dx ' EVn .

Proposition 3.4 (pointwise bounds). There exist δ, κ ' 1 such that, for all V ∈
MPd(κ) and n ∈ N+,

|ψVn (x)|2 .


|xV,±n |−2/3 (EVn )1/6 for all x ∈ R,

|xV,±n |−1/2 |x− xV,±n |−1/2 if ±x > 0,

(EVn )1/2 exp(−δ|x|V (x)1/2) if ±x ≥ κ|xV,±n |

and moreover

(EVn )1/2|xV,±n | & 1. (3.6)

The notation ± in the latter proposition means that the two sets of inequalities
obtained by replacing every occurrence of ± with either + or − hold true.
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Remark 3.5. In Section 5 we will only need the weaker L∞ bound

|ψVn (x)|2 . |xV,±n |−1/2 (EVn )1/4,

which may be derived from the one contained in Proposition 3.4 using (3.6).

The next two remarks are important for the proofs of the propositions above.

Remark 3.6. Let t ∈ R+, and let Tt : L2(R) → L2(R) be the isometric isomor-

phism defined by Ttf(x) =
√
tf(tx). Assume that V ∈MPd(κ) and define

Vt = t2V (t·).

Then it is easily seen that Vt ∈ MPd(κ) as well (indeed, if V = ξW with W ∈
Pd(κ), then t−dW (t·) ∈ Pd(κ) and Vt = ξt2+dt−dW (t·)), and moreover

HVtTt = t2TtH
V ,

whence, for all n ∈ N+,

ψVtn = Ttψ
V
n , EVtn = t2EVn , xVt,±n = t−1xV,±n .

From these formulas it is easily checked that the estimates in Propositions 3.2, 3.3
and 3.4 are invariant under the “scaling” V 7→ Vt (implicit constants included).
Hence in proving those Propositions it will be enough to consider a suitably chosen
scaled version Vt in place of the original V . Indeed, note that:

• it is possible to choose t so that Vt ∈ Pd(κ) (if V = ξW with W ∈ Pd(κ),
then take t = ξ−1/(d+2));
• for all n ∈ N+, there is also a choice of t so that (EVtn )−1Vt ∈ Pd(κ) (if
V = ξW with W ∈ Pd(κ), then take t = (EVn /ξ)

1/d).

Remark 3.7. A similar argument, exploiting the isometric isomorphism S of L2(R)
given by Sf(x) = f(−x) shows that, for the potential V̌ = V (−·), the following
identities hold:

|ψV̌n (x)| = |ψVn (−x)|, EV̌n = EVn , xV̌ ,±n = −xV,∓n .

Consequently it is enough to prove the pointwise estimates of Proposition 3.4 for
x ≥ 0.

3.1. Proof of the lower bound (3.6). By Remark 3.6, we may assume that
V ∈ Pd(κ). Then V (x) ≥ κ−1|x|d and, by comparison (3.1),

EVn ≥ κ−1E|·|
d

n & 1.

Since V (x) ≤ κ|x|d, we also get

|xV,±n | & (EVn )1/d & 1.

and the conclusion follows.

3.2. Eigenfunction estimates: uniform bounds. Here we prove the first esti-
mate of Proposition 3.4. By Remark 3.6, it is enough to consider the case where
V = EVn U for some U ∈ Pd(κ), hence the eigenfunction ψVn solves the ODE

u′′ = α2(U − 1)u,

where α =
√
EVn . Note that, in this case, |xV,±n | ' 1, so we are reduced to proving

the estimate

‖ψVn ‖2∞ . (EVn )1/6. (3.7)

By Proposition 2.2 (applied to ψVn (±·)), there exists α0 ' 1 so that (3.7) holds
whenever EVn ≥ α2

0.
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Suppose instead that EVn ≤ α2
0. Since ψVn is L2-normalized, using the funda-

mental theorem of calculus we obtain

‖ψVn ‖2∞ ≤ 2‖(ψVn )′‖2 ≤ 2

(
‖(ψVn )′‖22 +

∫
R
V |ψVn |2

)1/2

≤ 2(EVn )1/2 . (EVn )1/6.

3.3. Eigenfunction estimates: exponential decay. Exponential decay at ∞
of Schrödinger eigenfunctions is a well-understood phenomenon (also in several
variables, see [Agm82]). For our purposes, it is enough to combine the uniform
bound and the following one-dimensional estimate.

Theorem 3.8. Assume that V ∈ P. Then, for all n ∈ N+ and all x′ > x > ±xV,±n ,

|ψVn (±x′)| ≤ |ψVn (±x)| exp

(
−

∣∣∣∣∣
∫ ±x′
±x

√
V − EVn

∣∣∣∣∣
)
.

Proof. See [Tit62, Section 8.2]. �

By Remark 3.6 we may assume that V ∈ Pd(κ). Moreover, by Remark 3.7, it
is enough to prove the estimate for x > 0. From the uniform bound and the above
estimate we deduce in particular that, if x > xV,+n ,

|ψVn (x)|2 . (EVn )1/2(
√
EVn x

V,+
n )−1/2 exp

(
−
∫ x

xV,+n

√
V − EVn

)
.

Since V ∈ Pd(κ), it is possible to find β, κ ' 1 so that κ ≥ 2 and V (t)−EVn ≥ β2td

for all t ≥ κxV,+n , whence, if x ≥ κ2xV,+n ,∫ x

xV,+n

√
V − EVn ≥ β

∫ x

κxV,+n

td/2 dt = β(xd/2+1 − (κxV,+n )d/2+1)

≥ β(1− (1/κ)d/2+1)xd/2+1 ≥ β(1− (1/κ)d/2+1)κ−1/2xV (x)1/2.

Hence, if we set δ = β(1− (1/κ)d/2+1)κ−1/2, we have δ ' 1 (since κ ≥ 2) and, for
all x ≥ κ2xV,+n ,

|ψVn (x)|2 . (EVn )1/2(
√
EVn x

V,+
n )−1/2 exp

(
−δxV (x)1/2

)
,

and, since
√
EVn x

V,+
n & 1 by (3.6), the conclusion follows by renaming κ.

3.4. Eigenfunction estimates: bounds at the transition points. By Remark
3.6, it is enough to consider the case where V = EVn U with U ∈ Pd(κ). As already
discussed in §3.2, ψVn satisfies the ODE

u′′ = α2(U − 1)u

with α =
√
EVn , and moreover |xV,±n | ' 1, so the estimate to be proved reduces to

|ψVn (x)|2 . |x− xV,±n |−1/2 (3.8)

for all ±x > 0.
By Proposition 2.2 (applied to ψVn (±·)), there exists α0 ' 1 so that the required

bound (3.8) holds whenever EVn ≥ α2
0.

Suppose now that EVn ≤ α2
0. Note that, by (3.6), in this case EVn ' 1. Hence,

when ±x ≥ κxV,±n , the exponentially decaying bound gives us that

|ψVn (x)|2 . exp(−δ|x|V (x)1/2) . |x|−1/2 ≤ |x− xV,±n |−1/2,

while, if ±x ≤ κxV,±n , then the uniform bound and |xV,±n | ' 1 imply that

|ψVn (x)|2 . 1 . |x− xV,±n |−1/2.
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3.5. Proof of the virial-type estimate. Note first that, since ψVn is an eigen-
function, ∫

R
V |ψVn |2 + ‖(ψVn )′‖22 = 〈HVn ψVn , ψVn 〉 = EVn ,

hence the inequality
∫
R V |ψ

V
n |2 . EVn is always true (with constant 1) and it remains

to prove the opposite estimate.
By Remark 3.6, it is enough to consider the case where V = EVn U for some

U ∈ Pd(κ), so the inequality to be proved reduces to∫
R
U |ψVn |2 & 1. (3.9)

Once again, as in §3.2, the eigenfunction ψVn satisfies the ODE

u′′ = α2(U − 1)u

with α =
√
EVn , and moreover |xV,±n | ' 1. By inequality (2.8) of Proposition 2.2

(applied to ψVn (±·)), there exists α0 ' 1 so that (3.9) holds whenever EVn ≥ α2
0.

Suppose now that EVn ≤ α2
0. Consider U[t] = t−dU(t·) and note that U[t] ∈ Pd(κ)

as well, for all t ∈ R+. Hence if Tt : L2(R) → L2(R) is defined as in Remark 3.6,
then

1 ' E|·|
d

1 ' EU[t]

1 ≤
∫
R
|(TtψVn )′|2 +

∫
R
U[t]|TtψVn |2

= t2
∫
R
|(ψVn )′|2 + t−d

∫
R
U |ψVn |2

≤ t2EVn + t−d
∫
R
U |ψVn |2

. t2 + t−d
∫
R
U |ψVn |2

for all t ∈ R+; in particular we can choose t ' 1 sufficiently small so that the term
t2 can be brought to the left-hand side, thus obtaining again the desired inequality
(3.9).

3.6. Riesz transform bounds. By Remark 3.6, in order to prove Proposition 3.2,
it is enough to consider the case where V ∈ Pd(κ).

Let now X V = span{ψVn : n ∈ N+} be the set of finite linear combinations of
eigenfunctions of HV . Clearly X V is a core for each power of HV . Moreover, in
view of the exponential decay of eigenfunctions discussed above, X V is made of
rapidly decaying functions, hence it is contained in the domain of any power of V
(thought of as a multiplication operator on L2(R)) and it is enough to prove the
required estimates for all f ∈ X V . Therefore Proposition 3.2 follows from part (v)
of the next result.

Proposition 3.9. Let V ∈ Pd(κ) and f ∈ X V .

(i) ‖f‖2 . ‖HV f‖2;
(ii) ‖∂xf‖2 ≤ ‖(HV )1/2f‖2 and ‖V 1/2f‖2 ≤ ‖(HV )1/2f‖2;

(iii) ‖V f‖2 . ‖HV f‖2, ‖∂2
xf‖2 . ‖HV f‖2, ‖V 1/2∂xf‖2 . ‖HV f‖2.

(iv) ‖V 2f‖2 . ‖(HV )2f‖2.
(v) ‖V kf‖2 .k ‖(HV )kf‖2 for all k ∈ N.

The idea of the proof is to proceed inductively, starting from the elementary
observation that V ≤ HV in the sense of quadratic forms; the difficulty in passing
to higher powers lies in the fact that V and HV do not commute, hence one needs
to control commutators, involving derivatives of V . The proof would be somehow
simpler in the case V (t) = |t|d with d ∈ N, since iterated derivatives of V would
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eventually vanish (this is used in [Gad00, Section 3] in the case d = 1); indeed, in
the case V (t) = |t|d with d ∈ 2N, one could even deduce the result from known
subelliptic estimates for a suitable homogeneous sub-Laplacian on a stratified Lie
group, cf. [Nou87, She95, RS16]. Under our assumptions, however, we only have
a finite order of differentiability of V , and derivatives of V can diverge at 0. For
this reason some additional care is required in treating the first few steps of the
induction scheme, which is reflected in the number of “preliminary estimates” listed
in Proposition 3.9. It should be noted that the proof does not require the estimate
(3.5) of the third derivative of V (or even its existence).

Proof. (i). By comparison,

EV1 & E
|·|d
1 & 1,

hence

‖HV f‖2 ≥ EV1 ‖f‖2 & ‖f‖2.
(ii). By the definition of HV ,

‖(HV )1/2f‖22 = 〈HV f, f〉 = 〈−∂2
xf, f〉+ 〈V f, f〉 = ‖∂xf‖22 + ‖V 1/2f‖22.

(iii). Note that

‖HV f‖22 = 〈HV f,HV f〉 = ‖∂2
xf‖22 + ‖V f‖22 − 2<〈∂2

xf, V f〉.
Integration by parts gives that

〈∂2
xf, V f〉 = −〈∂xf, (∂xV )f〉 − ‖V 1/2∂xf‖22,

hence

‖HV f‖22 − 2<〈∂xf, (∂xV )f〉 = ‖∂2
xf‖22 + ‖V f‖22 + 2‖V 1/2∂xf‖22. (3.10)

If 1 < d ≤ 2, then 0 < d− 1 ≤ d/2, hence

|∂xV | . 1 + V 1/2

and

|〈∂xf, (∂xV )f〉| . ‖(∂xV )f‖22 + ‖∂xf‖22 . ‖f‖22 + ‖V 1/2f‖22 + ‖∂xf‖22
. ‖f‖22 + ‖(HV )1/2f‖22 . ‖HV f‖22

by parts (i) and (ii). This, combined with (3.10), gives part (iii).
Suppose instead that d > 2. Then a further integration by parts gives that

〈∂xf, (∂xV )f〉 = −〈f, (∂2
xV )f〉 − 〈(∂xV )f, ∂xf〉,

whence

2<〈∂xf, (∂xV )f〉 = −〈f, (∂2
xV )f〉

and from (3.10) we obtain that

‖HV f‖22 + 〈f, (∂2
xV )f〉 = ‖∂2

xf‖22 + ‖V f‖22 + 2‖V 1/2∂xf‖22.
On the other hand, d− 2 > 0, because d > 2; so, by the assumptions on V ,

|∂2
xV | . 1 + V,

hence

|〈f, (∂2
xV )f〉| . ‖f‖22 + ‖V 1/2f‖22 ≤ ‖f‖22 + ‖(HV )1/2f‖22 . ‖HV f‖22

(here we have used parts (i) and (ii)) and

‖∂2
xf‖22 + ‖V f‖22 + 2‖V 1/2∂xf‖22 . ‖HV f‖22.

(iv). Note that

(HV )2f = −∂2
xH

V f − V ∂2
xf + V 2f,
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hence

‖(HV )2f‖22 = ‖∂2
xH

V f + V ∂2
xf‖22 + ‖V 2f‖22 − 2<〈∂2

xH
V f, V 2f〉 − 2<〈V ∂2

xf, V
2f〉.

Now

〈V ∂2
xf, V

2f〉 = −〈∂xf, ∂x(V 3f)〉 = −〈∂xf, (∂x(V 3))f〉 − ‖V 3/2∂xf‖22
and moreover

〈∂xf, (∂x(V 3))f〉 = −〈f, (∂2
x(V 3))f〉 − 〈f, (∂x(V 3))∂xf〉,

whence

2<〈∂xf, (∂x(V 3))f〉 = −〈f, (∂2
x(V 3))f〉

and

2<〈V ∂2
xf, V

2f〉 = 〈f, (∂2
x(V 3))f〉 − 2‖V 3/2∂xf‖22.

Therefore

‖(HV )2f‖22 + 2<〈∂2
xH

V f, V 2f〉+ 〈f, (∂2
x(V 3))f〉

= ‖∂2
xH

V f + V ∂2
xf‖22 + ‖V 2f‖22 + 2‖V 3/2∂xf‖22,

whence

‖V 2f‖22 ≤ ‖(HV )2f‖22 + 2<〈∂2
xH

V f, V 2f〉+ 〈f, (∂2
x(V 3))f〉.

Note now that

〈f, (∂2
x(V 3))f〉 = 3〈V f, (2(∂xV )2 + V (∂2

xV ))f〉,

and moreover, since d > 1,

|∂xV |2 + |V (∂2
xV )| . 1 + V 2.

Hence

|〈f, (∂2
x(V 3))f〉| . ‖V f‖2(‖f‖2 + ‖V 2f‖2)

. ‖HV f‖2(‖f‖2 + ‖V 2f‖2)

. ‖(HV )2f‖22 + ‖(HV )2f‖2‖V 2f‖2
by parts (i) and (iii). Moreover

|〈∂2
xH

V f, V 2f〉| ≤ ‖∂2
xH

V f‖2‖V 2f‖2 . ‖(HV )2f‖2‖V 2f‖2
by part (iii). Therefore

‖V 2f‖22 . ‖(HV )2f‖22 + ‖(HV )2f‖2‖V 2f‖2,

from which the conclusion follows (if ‖V 2f‖2 ≤ ‖(HV )2f‖2 then we are done,
otherwise divide both sides of the previous inequality by ‖V 2f‖2).

(v). We prove the inequality

‖V kf‖2 .k ‖(HV )kf‖2
by induction on k ∈ N. Note that the case k = 0 is trivial and the cases k = 1, 2
have been treated in parts (iii) and (iv). Assume now that the inequality has been
proved up to a certain k ≥ 2 and let us prove it for k + 1.

We first prove the auxiliary inequality

‖HV (V kf)‖2 .k ‖(HV )k+1f‖2. (3.11)

Note that

HV (V kf) = V kHV f − 2(∂x(V k))(∂xf)− (∂2
x(V k))f

and, by the induction hypothesis,

‖V kHV f‖2 .k ‖(HV )k+1f‖.
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By the assumptions on V (note that k ≥ 2 and d > 1),

|∂2
x(V k)| .k 1 + V k,

so

‖(∂2
x(V k))f‖2 .k ‖f‖2 + ‖V kf‖ .k ‖(HV )k+1f‖2,

by part (i) and the induction hypothesis. Finally, again by the assumptions on V ,

|∂x(V k)| .k |x|dk−1, V k &k |x|dk,
so (note that dk − 1 > 0 since d > 1 and k ≥ 1),

|∂x(V k)| .k ε1−dk + εV k

for all ε ∈ R+ (where the implied constants do not depend on ε) and

‖(∂x(V k))(∂xf)‖2 .k ε1−dk‖∂xf‖2 + ε‖V k∂xf‖2
≤ ε1−dk‖(HV )1/2f‖2 + ε‖V k∂xf‖2
.k ε

1−dk‖(HV )k+1f‖2 + ε‖V k∂xf‖2,

where parts (i) and (ii) were used. Furthermore

V k∂xf = ∂x(V kf)− (∂x(V k))f

and

‖V k∂xf‖2 ≤ ‖∂x(V kf)‖+ ‖(∂x(V k))f‖2
≤ ‖(HV )1/2V kf‖2 + ‖f‖2 + ‖V kf‖2
.k ‖(HV )V kf‖2 + ‖(HV )k+1f‖2

where the induction hypothesis and parts (i) and (ii) were used. Putting all together
gives

‖HV (V kf)‖2 .k (ε+ ε1−dk)‖(HV )k+1f‖2 + ε‖HV (V kf)‖2;

if ε ∈ R+ is now chosen sufficiently small, then the last term can be moved to the
left-hand side and we obtain (3.11).

Now, by part (iii) and (3.11),

‖V k+1f‖2 . ‖HV (V kf)‖2 .k ‖(HV )k+1f‖2
and we are done. �

4. One-parameter families of Schrödinger operators

Again, let d,κ ∈ R+ be fixed, with d > 1. For a given V ∈ Pd(κ), consider
the family of operators HVξ := HξV associated to the potentials ξV as ξ ∈ R+.
Correspondingly we define

EVn (ξ) := EξVn , ψVn,ξ := ψξVn , xV,±n,ξ := xξV,±n .

We collect in the next proposition a few important estimates on the objects
above. The rest of the section is devoted to its proof.

Proposition 4.1. Let V ∈ Pd(κ).

(i) For all n ∈ N+ and ξ ∈ R+,

EVn (ξ) ' ξ2/(2+d) n2d/(2+d), ±xV,±n,ξ '
(
n√
ξ

)2/(2+d)

.

(ii) EVn (ξ) and ψVn,ξ depend analytically on ξ ∈ R+.

(iii) EVn : R+ → R+ is increasing, invertible and differentiable. Moreover,

∂ξE
V
n (ξ) ' ξ−1EVn (ξ).
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4.1. An eigenvalue counting formula for convex potentials and the proof
of part (i) of Proposition 4.1. The proof of Proposition 4.1 and, more crucially,
that of Lemma 5.4 below, relies on the following version of the Bohr–Sommerfeld
formula.

Theorem 4.2. Let V ∈ C(R) ∩ C2(R \ {0}) be such that V (0) = 0, V ′(x) > 0 for
every x > 0, V ′(x) < 0 for every x < 0, and V ′′(x) ≥ 0 for every x. Then

n =
1

π

∫ xV,+n

xV,−n

√
EVn − V +O(1),

where the error term is bounded by an absolute constant (which may be taken to be
8 + 5

2π2 ).

Notice that a potential satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 4.2 is in P, so
the quantities xV,+n , xV,−n , and EVn are well-defined (and EVn − V is positive on the
interval of integration).

The proof of Theorem 4.2 is essentially contained in Section 7.5 of [Tit62], where
the result is attributed to [Har52]. Since in neither reference there is an explicit
discussion of the absolute nature of the error term, and the argument relies on sev-
eral facts scattered through different sections of [Tit62], we devoted the Appendix
to a discussion of that proof.

We now proceed to prove part (i) of Proposition 4.1. According to Remark 3.6,
if we choose t = ξ−1/(d+2), then the scaling of parameter t maps ξV into a potential
W ∈ Pd(κ), and

EVn (ξ) = EξVn = ξ2/(d+2)EWn . (4.1)

On the other hand, since W ∈ Pd(κ), by comparison (3.1),

κ−1E|·|
d

n ≤ EWn ≤ κE|·|
d

n . (4.2)

Applying Theorem 4.2 to the potential | · |d (which is convex for d > 1), we get

n =
1

π

∫ (E|·|
d

n )1/d

−(E
|·|d
n )1/d

√
E
|·|d
n − xd dx+O(1)

= (E|·|
d

n )1/2+1/d 1

π

∫ 1

−1

√
1− yd dy +O(1).

If n is larger than some universal constant, then this implies

E|·|
d

n ' n2d/(2+d),

and this approximate identity trivially extends to all values of n, since E
|·|d
n ≥

E
|·|d
1 > 0 (just by our definition of the approximate equality sign). By (4.1) and

(4.2), we conclude that

EVn (ξ) ' ξ2/(2+d)n2d/(2+d) ∀n ≥ 1, ∀ξ ∈ R+.

Since ξV (xV,±n,ξ ) = EVn (ξ) and V ∈ Pd(κ), the approximate formula for the transi-
tion points follows immediately.

4.2. Proof of parts (ii) and (iii) of Proposition 4.1. By classical results of
perturbation theory (see Chapter Seven of [Kat95], in particular Section 8), the
eigenvalues EVn (ξ) and normalized eigenfunctions ψVn,ξ of HVξ depend analytically

on the parameter ξ. In the case of eigenfunctions, this means that ξ 7→ ψVn,ξ is

analytic as an L2(R)-valued mapping. In particular ∂ξψ
V
n,ξ and ψVn,ξ are orthogonal

and, by differentiating both sides of

EVn (ξ) = 〈(−∂2
x + ξV )ψVn,ξ, ψ

V
n,ξ〉
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(where 〈·, ·〉 is the scalar product in L2(R)), we get:

∂ξ(E
V
n )(ξ) =

∫
R
V |ψVn,ξ|2 + 〈HVξ ∂ξψVn,ξ, ψVn,ξ〉+ 〈HVξ ψVn,ξ, ∂ξψVn,ξ〉 =

∫
R
V |ψVn,ξ|2.

This useful (and well-known) identity implies that EVn (ξ) is increasing and that the
desired estimate follows by Proposition 3.3 applied to the potential ξV .

5. Analysis of Grushin operators and proof of Theorem 1.1

Now that all the ingredients are in place, we proceed to the analysis of Grushin
operators on Rd1 × Rd2 , which will eventually lead to a proof of our multiplier
theorem. In what follows, with the symbols ' and . we denote inequalities with
implicit constants depending only on the parameters σ, κ, d1, d2 appearing in the
statement of Theorem 1.1.

5.1. Preliminaries. Let σ ∈ (1/2,∞) and κ ∈ R+. Let V1, . . . , Vd1 ∈ P2σ
ec (κ).

Define V : Rd1 → R by V (x) =
∑d1
j=1 Vj(xj) and let the Grushin differential

operator L on Rd1+d2
z = Rd1x × Rd2y be defined by

L = −∆x − V (x)∆y,

where ∆x =
∑d1
j=1 ∂

2
xj and ∆y =

∑d2
k=1 ∂

2
yk

.

This kind of operators is studied in [RS08] under much weaker assumptions
on the function V . In particular, in [RS08, Section 2] details are given on the
definition of a self-adjoint extension of L by means of the associated Dirichlet form.
In addition, a number of properties of L are obtained, in connection with the
associated degenerate Riemannian geometry, which we summarise in the following
statement.

Proposition 5.1 ([RS08]). There exists a distance % on R2 such that the following
hold.

(i) For all z = (x, y) and z′ = (x′, y′) ∈ R2,

%(z, z′) ' |x− x′|+ min

{
|y − y′|1/(1+σ),

|y − y′|
(|x|+ |x′|)σ

}
.

(ii) If V(z, r) denotes the (Lebesgue) measure of the %-ball of centre z = (x, y)
and radius r, then

V(z, r) ' rd1+d2 max{r, |x|}σd2 ,

so Rd1 × Rd2 with the Lebesgue measure and the distance % is a doubling
metric measure space of homogeneous dimension Q = d1 + (1 + σ)d2.

(iii) L satisfies Gaussian-type heat kernel bounds relative to %, i.e., there exists
b > 0 such that

|Kexp(−tL)(z, z
′)| . V(z′, t1/2)−1 exp(−b%(z, z′)2/t),

where Kexp(−tL) denotes the integral kernel of the operator exp(−tL).

Proof. See [RS08, Proposition 5.1 and Corollary 6.6]. �

Under our assumptions on V , the operator L can be written as a sum,

L =

d1∑
j=1

Lj ,

where

Lj = −∂2
xj − Vj(xj)∆y.
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If we define the first-order differential operators

Tk = −i∂yk ,

then the operators L1, . . . ,Ld1 , T1, . . . , Td2 commute pairwise. The joint spectral
theory and functional calculus on L2 for the above systems of commuting operators
is conveniently described by means of a partial Fourier transform. Indeed, by taking
the Fourier transform in the variable y, the operator Lj corresponds to the family
of Schrödinger operators in the variable xj defined by

Lj,η = −∂2
xj + |η|2Vj(xj)

where η ∈ Rd2 . Similarly Tk corresponds to the family of multiplication operators

Tk,η = ηk.

Note that Lj,η is the Schrödinger operator H
Vj
|η|2 of Section 4. In analogy with

Section 4, for all ξ ∈ R+, let (Ejn(ξ))n∈N+ denote the (increasing) sequence of

eigenvalues of H
Vj
ξ on L2(R), ±xjn,ξ denote the corresponding transition points

(recall that Vj is even), and (ψjn,ξ)n∈N+ be the corresponding orthonormal sequence
of real-valued eigenfunctions.

Now, for all n ∈ Nd1+ , set

~En(ξ) = (E1
n1

(ξ), . . . , Ed1nd1
(ξ))

and

ψn,ξ = ψ1
n1,ξ ⊗ · · · ⊗ ψ

d1
nd1 ,ξ

for all n ∈ Nd1+ . If ~L and ~T denote the “vectors of operators” (L1, . . . ,Ld1) and

(T1, . . . , Td2) respectively, then, for all bounded Borel functions F : Rd1×Rd2 → C,
we can write

F ( ~L, ~T )f(z) =

∫
Rd1×Rd2

KF ( ~L,~T )(z, z
′) f(z′) dz′,

where, for almost all z = (x, y) and z′ = (x′, y′),

KF ( ~L,~T )(z, z
′) =

1

(2π)d2

∫
Rd2

∑
n∈Nd1+

F ( ~En(|η|2), η)ψn,|η|2(x)ψn,|η|2(x′) eiη·(y−y
′) dη.

Orthonormality of the eigenfunction systems and the Plancherel formula for the
Fourier transform then yield

‖KF ( ~L,~T )(·, z
′)‖2L2(Rd1+d2 ) =

1

(2π)d2

∫
Rd2

∑
n∈Nd1+

|F ( ~En(|η|2), η)|2 |ψn,|η|2(x′)|2 dη

(5.1)
for almost all z′ = (x′, y′) ∈ Rd1+d2 .

In particular, if we restrict to the joint functional calculus of L = L1 + · · ·+Ld1
and |~T |2 = T 2

1 + · · ·+ T 2
d1

, and we define

Σn(ξ) =

d1∑
j=1

Ejnj (ξ)

for all n ∈ Nd1+ and ξ ∈ R+, then the above Plancherel-type identity (5.1) simplifies
as follows.
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Proposition 5.2. For all bounded Borel functions F : R2 → C,

‖KF (L,|~T |2)(·, z
′)‖2L2(Rd1+d2 ) = Cd2

∫ ∞
0

∑
n∈Nd1+

|F (Σn(ξ), ξ)|2 |ψn,ξ(x′)|2 ξd2/2−1 dξ,

(5.2)
for almost all z′ = (x′, y′) ∈ Rd1+d2 . Here Cd2 ∈ R+ is a suitable constant.

5.2. A weighted Plancherel estimate. From the Plancherel-type identity of
Proposition 5.2, we now derive a weighted estimate for KF (L).

For all γ ∈ R+
0 and j = 1, . . . , d1, let W γ

j ,W
γ : L2(Rd1×d2)→ L2(Rd1×d2) denote

the multiplication operators defined by

W γ
j f(z) = |xj |γf(z), W γf(z) = |x|γf(z)

for all z = (x, y) ∈ Rd1 × Rd2 and f ∈ L2(Rd1 × Rd2).

By Proposition 4.1, for all n ∈ Nd1+ and j = 1, . . . , d1, the functions Ejnj :

R+ → R+ are continuously differentiable, increasing and invertible, so their sum
Σn : R+ → R+ is too; let us denote by Ξn : R+ → R+ the inverse of Σn.

Proposition 5.3. For all γ ∈ R+
0 , all bounded Borel functions F : R→ C, and all

z′ = (x′, y′) ∈ Rd1+d2 ,

‖W γKF (L)(·, z′)‖2L2(Rd1+d2 )

.γ

∫ ∞
0

|F (λ)|2
∑
n∈Nd1+

λγ/σ+1

Ξn(λ)γ/σ+1−d2/2
|ψn,Ξn(λ)(x

′)|2 Ξ′n(λ)
dλ

λ
. (5.3)

Proof. Let

fη(x) =

∫
Rd2

f(x, y) e−iη·y dy

denote the partial Fourier transform of f ∈ L2(Rd1x ×Rd2y ) in the y-variable. Then,
for all N ∈ N and j = 1, . . . , d1,

‖LNj f‖22 =
1

(2π)d2

∫
Rd2
‖(Lj,η)Nfη‖22 dη

&N
1

(2π)d2

∫
Rd2
‖(|η|2Vj)Nfη‖22 dη = ‖V Nj |~T |2Nf‖22,

by Proposition 3.2. Hence

‖W 2Nσ
j f‖2 .N ‖LNj |~T |−2Nf‖2

for all N ∈ N and j = 1, . . . , d1, and therefore

‖W 2Nσf‖2 .N ‖LN |~T |−2Nf‖2
for all N ∈ N. Finally, by interpolation,

‖W γf‖2 .γ ‖Lγ/(2σ)|~T |−γ/σf‖2 (5.4)

for all γ ∈ R+
0 .

By combining (5.2) and (5.4), we obtain

‖W γKF (L)(·, z′)‖2L2(Rd1+d2 )

.γ ‖Lγ/(2σ)|~T |−γ/σKF (L)(·, z′)‖2L2(Rd1+d2 )

= ‖KLγ/(2σ)|~T |−γ/σF (L)(·, z
′)‖2L2(Rd1+d2 )

'γ
∫ ∞

0

∑
n∈Nd1+

|F (Σn(ξ))|2 |Σn(ξ)/ξ|γ/σ |ψn,ξ(x′)|2 ξd2/2−1 dξ.
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Now, since Σn : R+ → R+ is increasing and invertible and its inverse Ξn : R+ → R+

is continuously differentiable, we can use the change of variable λ = Σn(ξ) in the
last integral and obtain the conclusion. �

The right-hand side of (5.3) can be thought of as the L2-norm of F with re-
spect to a (weighted) “Plancherel measure”, whose density with respect to the
Lebesgue measure on R+ is expressed in terms of eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of
Schrödinger operators. We want now to obtain a precise estimate of this density,
by means of the bounds obtained in Sections 3 and 4.

We first rewrite in a more convenient form the previously obtained estimates for
eigenvalues and transition points (which in turn enter into estimates for eigenfunc-
tions). It will be convenient to denote by

x̃n,λ = (x1
n1,Ξn(λ), . . . , x

d1
nd1 ,Ξn(λ))

the vector of transition points corresponding to n ∈ Nd1+ and λ ∈ R+. As another
application of Theorem 4.2, we also obtain an estimate for “gaps” between transition
points that will play an important role in what follows.

Lemma 5.4. For all λ ∈ R+ and n ∈ Nd1+ ,

Ξn(λ) ' λΞ′n(λ) ' λ1+σ |n|−2σ. (5.5)

Moreover, for all λ ∈ R+, n ∈ Nd1+ , j ∈ {1, . . . , d1},

λ1/2(x̃n,λ)j ' |n|σ/(1+σ) n
1/(1+σ)
j , (5.6)

λ1/2|x̃n,λ| ' |n|. (5.7)

In addition there exists a universal constant K0 ∈ N+ such that, for all λ ∈ R+

and all distinct n, n′ ∈ Nd1+ ,

λ1/2 max{|(x̃n′,λ)j − (x̃n,λ)j | : j = 1, . . . , d1, nj 6= n′j} & 1 (5.8)

whenever

min({|nj − n′j | : j = 1, . . . , d1, nj 6= n′j}) ≥ K0. (5.9)

Proof. By Proposition 4.1,

Ejnj (ξ) ' ξ∂ξE
j
nj (ξ) ' ξ

1/(1+σ) n
2σ/(1+σ)
j ,

hence

Σn(ξ) ' ξ∂ξΣn(ξ) ' ξ1/(1+σ) |n|2σ/(1+σ),

and (5.5) follows, since Ξn is the inverse of Σn. This estimate, combined again with
Proposition 4.1, yield (5.6) and (5.7).

We know that, for fixed n ∈ N+, the function Σn and Ξn are strictly increasing.
Note now that, if n ≤ n′ componentwise, then Σn(ξ) ≤ Σn′(ξ) for all ξ ∈ R+;
hence, for all λ ∈ R+, Ξn′(λ) ≤ Ξn(λ) whenever n ≤ n′.

Recall that the transition points (x̃n,λ)j ∈ R+ are defined by

Ξn(λ)Vj((x̃n,λ)j) = Ejnj (Ξn(λ))

and (since the potentials Vj are even and convex) Theorem 4.2 yields that

nj = Ξn(λ)1/2Hj((x̃n,λ)j) +O(1), (5.10)

where |O(1)| ≤ (K0 − 1)/2 for some universal constant K0 ∈ N+ and

Hj(t) =
2

π

∫ t

0

(Vj(t)− Vj(s))1/2 ds (t ∈ R+). (5.11)
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Note that Hj is continuously differentiable and

H ′j(t) =
1

π

∫ t

0

V ′j (t)

(Vj(t)− Vj(s))1/2
ds =

1

π

∫ Vj(t)

0

V ′j (t)(V −1
j )′(v)

(Vj(t)− v)1/2
dv.

Recall that, since Vj ∈ P2σ(κ), for all t ∈ R+,

Vj(t) ' tV ′j (t) ' t2σ,

hence, for all v ∈ R+,

V −1
j (v) ' v(V −1

j )′(v) ' v1/(2σ)

and

H ′j(t) '
Vj(t)

t

∫ Vj(t)

0

v1/(2σ)−1

(Vj(t)− v)1/2
dv

=
Vj(t)

1/2+1/(2σ)

t

∫ 1

0

v1/(2σ)−1

(1− v)1/2
dv ' Vj(t)1/2.

(5.12)

From (5.10) we then have, for all n, n′ ∈ Nd1+ ,

n′j − nj +O(1) = Ξn′(λ)1/2Hj((x̃n′,λ)j)− Ξn(λ)1/2Hj((x̃n,λ)j)

= (Ξn′(λ)1/2 − Ξn(λ)1/2)Hj((x̃n′,λ)j)

+ Ξn(λ)1/2(Hj((x̃n′,λ)j)−Hj((x̃n,λ)j)),

where now |O(1)| ≤ K0 − 1.
Assume now that n, n′ satisfy the assumptions (5.9). Then we claim that, up to

switching n and n′, we can find j ∈ {1, . . . , d1} so that

n′j − nj ≥ K0 and Ξn′(λ) ≤ Ξn(λ).

Indeed, this is clear when n′−n has two nonzero components of opposite signs, since
in this case one can choose the component with the same sign as Ξn(λ) − Ξn′(λ).
Otherwise, up to switching, n′ ≥ n componentwise, but then Ξn′(λ) ≤ Ξn(λ) and
any nonzero component of n′ − n will do.

Under these assumptions, Ξn′(λ)1/2 − Ξn(λ)1/2 ≤ 0 and therefore

1 ≤ n′j − nj +O(1) ≤ Ξn(λ)1/2(Hj((x̃n′,λ)j)−Hj((x̃n,λ)j))

= Ξn(λ)1/2H ′j(s) ((x̃n′,λ)j − (x̃n,λ)j)
(5.13)

for some s between (x̃n,λ)j and (x̃n′,λ)j .
Since Hj is increasing, the above inequality shows that (x̃n′,λ)j > (x̃n,λ)j . More-

over, if (x̃n′,λ)j ≥ 2(x̃n,λ)j , then inequality (5.6) gives

λ1/2((x̃n′,λ)j − (x̃n,λ)j) ≥ λ1/2(x̃n,λ)j & 1;

if instead (x̃n′,λ)j ≤ 2(x̃n,λ)j , then (x̃n,λ)j ' (x̃n′,λ)j ' s, hence, by (5.12),

Ξn(λ)1/2H ′j(s) ' Ξn(λ)1/2Vj((x̃n,λ)j)
1/2 = Ejnj (Ξn(λ))1/2 ≤ Σn(Ξn(λ))1/2 ≤ λ1/2

and again, by (5.13),

λ1/2((x̃n′,λ)j − (x̃n,λ)j) & 1.

In any case, (5.8) is proved. �

Remark 5.5. It is in the above proof of the “gap estimates” for transition points
that the parity assumption on the potentials Vj is essentially used, in that it allows
one to precisely relate positive and negative transition points, and the corresponding
gaps. Indeed, the integral relation in Theorem 4.2 a priori would appear to provide
information only on the sum of the gaps between positive transition points and
between negative transition points, but not on the two gaps separately. One could
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however somehow “relax” the parity assumption by requiring the potentials Vj to
satisfy

Vj(−t) = Vj(θjt)

for some constants θj ∈ R+ and all t ∈ R+; indeed, all the results of Section
5 could be obtained, mutatis mutandis, under this more general “skewed parity”
assumption.

Define |y|∞ := maxj |yj | for y ∈ Rd1 . We now rewrite in a convenient form the
estimates for eigenfunctions.

Lemma 5.6. For all λ ∈ R+, n ∈ Nd1+ , x ∈ Rd1 and j ∈ {1, . . . , d1},

λ−1/2|ψjnj ,Ξn(λ)(xj)|
2 . (λ1/2(x̃n,λ)j)

−1/2(1 + ||λ1/2xj |−λ1/2(x̃n,λ)j |)−1/2. (5.14)

Moreover there exists κ ' 1 such that, for all N ∈ N,

λ−d1/2|ψn,Ξn(λ)(x)|2 .N (λ1/2|x|)−N (5.15)

whenever |x|∞ ≥ κ|x̃n,λ|∞.

Proof. From Proposition 3.4 it follows that, for all xj ∈ R,

|ψjnj ,Ξn(λ)(xj)|
2 . (x̃n,λ)

−1/2
j ||xj | − (x̃n,λ)j |−1/2

and also (see Remark 3.5)

|ψjnj ,Ξn(λ)(xj)|
2 . Ejnj (Ξn(λ))1/4(x̃n,λ)

−1/2
j ≤ λ1/4(x̃n,λ)

−1/2
j ,

whence (5.14) follows. In particular, since λ1/2(x̃n,λ)j & 1 (see (5.6)), we also
obtain

λ−1/2|ψjnj ,Ξn(λ)(xj)|
2 . 1. (5.16)

Moreover, if |xj | ≥ κ(x̃n,λ)j , then (5.5) and Proposition 3.4 yield that

|ψjnj ,Ξn(λ)(xj)|
2 . Ejnj (Ξn(λ))1/2 exp(−δ|xj |(Ξn(λ)Vj(xj))

1/2)

. λ1/2 exp(−δ′|n|−σ(λ1/2|xj |)σ+1)

.N λ1/2(|n|−σ(λ1/2|xj |)σ+1)−N

(5.17)

for all N ∈ N (here δ′ ' 1). In particular, if |x|∞ ≥ κ|x̃n,λ|∞, then there exist j0
so that |x|∞ = |xj0 |, and (5.7) gives

λ1/2|xj0 | = λ1/2|x|∞ & λ1/2|x̃n,λ|∞ ' |n|.
therefore

|n|−σ(λ1/2|xj0 |)σ+1 & λ1/2|x|∞
and (5.15) follows by combining (5.17) for j = j0 and (5.16) for j 6= j0. �

In applying the above estimate (5.14), we will be interested in controlling a mul-
tivariate sum with the corresponding integral (in order to exploit the integrability
of the inverse-square-root singularity). The following lemma, giving sufficient con-
ditions for such a control to be valid, explains the importance of the previously
discussed “gap estimates” (see also [CS13, p. 1285] and [CCM17, Lemma 4.1]).

Lemma 5.7. Let κ ∈ [1,∞). Let Ω ⊆ Rd be open and convex and H : Ω→ R+ be
locally Lipschitz and satisfying

|∇H(u)| ≤ κH(u)

for almost all u ∈ Ω. Let P ⊆ Ω be such that, for some r ∈ (0, 1],

inf
u∈P
|Br(u) ∩ Ω| ≥ κ−1
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(here Br(u) is the ball centered at u of radius r) and moreover we can decompose
P = P1 ∪ · · · ∪ PN for some N ≤ κ so that

inf
j=1,...,κ

inf
u,u′∈Pj
u6=u′

|u− u′| ≥ 2r.

Then ∑
u∈P

H(u) ≤ eκ3

∫
Ω

H(u) dx.

Proof. From the differential inequality and the convexity of Ω we obtain that

H(u) ≤ κ exp(|u− u′|)H(u′)

for all u, u′ ∈ Ω. The lower bound on distances of points of Pj implies that the sets
Br(u) ∩ Ω for u ∈ Pj are pairwise disjoint, so∑

u∈Pj

H(u) ≤ κ
∑
u∈Pj

|Br(u) ∩ Ω|H(u)

≤ κ2 exp(r)
∑
u∈Pj

∫
Br(u)∩Ω

H(u′) du′ ≤ eκ2

∫
Ω

H(u′) du′

and the conclusion follows since
∑
u∈P =

∑N
j=1

∑
u∈Pj and N ≤ κ. �

We can now estimate the density of the “Plancherel measure” in (5.3) as follows.

Proposition 5.8. Let γ ∈ [0, d2σ/2). For all λ ∈ R+ and x ∈ R,

max{λ−1/2, |x|}d2σ−2γ
∑
n∈Nd1+

λγ/σ+1−(d1+d2)/2

Ξn(λ)γ/σ+1−d2/2
|ψn,Ξn(λ)(x)|2 Ξ′n(λ) .γ 1.

Proof. In view of (5.5), the estimate to be proved is equivalent to

max{1, λ1/2|x|}ε
∑
n∈Nd1+

|n|−ε λ−d1/2 |ψn,Ξn(λ)(x)|2 .ε 1, (5.18)

where we have set ε = d2σ − 2γ ∈ (0, d2σ].
We consider first the part of the sum in (5.18) where |x|∞ ≥ κ|x̃n,λ|∞. By

(5.7), this condition is equivalent to λ1/2|x| & |n|. In particular, it is empty unless
λ1/2|x| & 1. Therefore, using (5.15) and the positivity of ε, this part of the sum is
controlled by

(λ1/2|x|)ε
∑
n∈Nd1+

λ1/2|x|&|n|

(λ1/2|x|)−N .ε (λ1/2|x|)ε+d1−N .ε 1,

by choosing N ≥ d1 + ε.
For the remaining part of the sum, we use a different estimate. Namely, from

(5.14) it follows that

λ−1/2|ψjnj ,Ξn(λ)(xj)|
2 . Φλ1/2xj ((λ

1/2x̃n,λ)j),

where
Φt(u) = u−1/2(1 + ||t| − u|)−1/2

for all t ∈ R and u ∈ R+. So we are reduced to proving that

max{1, λ1/2|x|}ε
∑
n∈Nd1+

|x|∞≤κ|x̃n,λ|∞

|n|−ε
d1∏
j=1

Φλ1/2xj ((λ
1/2x̃n,λ)j) .ε 1 (5.19)
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It should be noted that, for all c ∈ R+, the derivative Φ′t of Φt satisfies

|Φ′t(u)| .c Φt(u) (5.20)

uniformly in u ∈ [c,∞) and t ∈ R. Moreover, by (5.6), there exists c ∈ R+ so that

λ1/2(x̃n,λ)j ∈ [c,∞)

for all λ ∈ R+, n ∈ Nd1+ and j ∈ {1, . . . , d1}.
For all J ⊆ {1, . . . , d1}, define

Nx
λ (J) = {n ∈ Nd1+ : (x̃n,λ)j ≤ 2|xj | if j ∈ J , (x̃n,λ)j > 2|xj | if j /∈ J};

in addition, for all j0 ∈ {1, . . . , d1}, define

M(j0) = {n ∈ Nd1+ : |n|∞ = nj0 > max{nj : j < j0}};

then we can split the sum in (5.19) as follows:∑
n∈Nd1+

|x|∞≤κ|x̃n,λ|∞

=
∑

j0∈{1,...,d1}
J⊆{1,...,d1}

∑
n∈Nxλ (J)∩M(j0)
|x|∞≤κ|x̃n,λ|∞

.

This splitting is convenient in that it allows us to identify the largest component
nj0 of the multiindex n, as well as to distinguish between the components (x̃n,λ)j of
the “transition vector” according to whether they stay near (j ∈ J) or far (j /∈ J)
the corresponding |xj |.

Let now J ⊆ {1, . . . , d1} and j0 ∈ {1, . . . , d1} be given, and set Jc = {1, . . . , d1}\
J . Note that

Φt(u) . u−1

for all u ∈ [2|t|,∞), uniformly in t ∈ R. Then, by (5.6),

max{1, λ1/2|x|}ε
∑

n∈Nxλ (J)∩M(j0)
|x|∞≤κ|x̃n,λ|∞

|n|−ε
d1∏
j=1

Φλ1/2xj ((λ
1/2x̃n,λ)j)

.ε max{1, λ1/2|x|}ε
∑

n∈Nxλ (J)∩M(j0)
|x|∞≤κ|x̃n,λ|∞

n−εj0

∏
j∈Jc

n
−1/(1+σ)
j

n
σ/(1+σ)
j0

∏
j∈J

Φλ1/2xj ((λ
1/2x̃n,λ)j).

(5.21)

Suppose first that j0 /∈ J and define J ′ = Jc \ {j0}. Then the above quantity is
controlled by

max{1, λ1/2|x|}ε
∑

nj0∈N+

nj0&λ
1/2|x|

n−ε−1
j0

∑
(nj)j∈J′∈N

J′
+

nj≤nj0 ∀j∈J
′

∏
j∈J′

n
−1/(1+σ)
j

n
σ/(1+σ)
j0

×
∑

(nj)j∈J∈NJ+
(λ1/2x̃n,λ)j≤2|λ1/2xj |

∏
j∈J

Φλ1/2xj ((λ
1/2x̃n,λ)j).

(5.22)

In the above expression, the multiindex n = (nj)j∈{1,...,d1} must be thought of as
composed of three “independent” parts nj0 , (nj)j∈J′ and (nj)j∈J , which serve as
summation (multi)indices of three different sums.

In order to control the inner sum, for each fixed nj0 ∈ N+ and (nj)j∈J′ ∈
NJ′+ we apply Lemma 5.7 to the function H =

⊗
j∈J Φλ1/2xj and the set P =
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{((λ1/2x̃n,λ)j)j∈J}(nj)j∈J∈NJ+ . Note that, if K0 ∈ N+ is the constant given by

Lemma 5.4 and we split P =
⋃
m∈{0,...,K0−1}J Pm, where

Pm = {((λ1/2x̃n,λ)j)j∈J : (nj)j∈J ∈ NJ+, nj ≡ mj (mod K0) ∀j ∈ J},

then (5.8) implies that

inf
u,u′∈Pm
u6=u′

|u− u′| & 1

uniformly in m, x, (nj)j∈Jc and λ. Hence, also in view of (5.20), the assumptions of

Lemma 5.7 are satisfied if we take Ω =
∏
j∈J(c/2, 4|λ1/2xj |), and (5.22) is majorized

by

max{1, λ1/2|x|}ε
∑

nj0∈N+

nj0&λ
1/2|x|

n−ε−1
j0

∑
(nj)j∈J′∈N

J′
+

nj≤nj0 ∀j∈J
′

∏
j∈J′

n
−1/(1+σ)
j

n
σ/(1+σ)
j0

×
∫
∏
j∈J (0,4|λ1/2xj |)

∏
j∈J

u
−1/2
j |uj − |λ1/2xj ||−1/2

∏
j∈J

duj .

The last integral is easily seen (by rescaling) to be uniformly bounded in λ and
x. Similarly the inner sum in (nj)j∈J′ is uniformly bounded in nj0 , since σ > 0.

Finally the outer sum in nj0 converges and is majorized by max{1, λ1/2|x|}−ε, since
ε > 0, which makes the above quantity uniformly bounded in λ and x overall.

Suppose now instead that j0 ∈ J . Then, by (5.6) and (5.7), for all n ∈ Nx
λ (J) ∩

M(j0) such that |x|∞ ≤ κ|x̃n,λ|∞,

λ1/2|x| . λ1/2|x̃n,λ| ' |n|∞ = nj0 ' λ1/2(x̃n,λ)j0 . λ
1/2|xj0 | ≤ λ1/2|x|,

which shows that all these quantities are actually equivalent (and in particular
λ1/2|x| & 1). Therefore in this case the right-hand side of (5.21) is controlled by

∑
(nj)j∈Jc∈NJ

c

+

nj.|λ1/2x| ∀j∈Jc

∏
j∈Jc

n
−1/(1+σ)
j

|λ1/2x|σ/(1+σ)

∑
(nj)j∈J∈NJ+

(λ1/2x̃n,λ)j≤2|λ1/2xj |

∏
j∈J

Φλ1/2xj ((λ
1/2x̃n,λ)j).

Analogously as before, we can apply Lemma 5.7 to majorize the inner sum; so we
obtain that the above quantity is controlled by∑

(nj)j∈Jc∈NJ
c

+

nj.|λ1/2x| ∀j∈Jc

∏
j∈Jc

n
−1/(1+σ)
j

|λ1/2x|σ/(1+σ)

×
∫
∏
j∈J (0,4|λ1/2xj |)

∏
j∈J

u
−1/2
j |uj − |λ1/2xj ||−1/2

∏
j∈J

duj

and, similarly as before, both the inner integral and the outer sum are uniformly
bounded in λ and x, because σ > 0. �

Define, for all R ∈ R+, the weight $R : Rd1+d2 × Rd1+d2 → R+
0 by

$R(z, z′) =
|x|

max{R−1, |x′|}
.

for all z = (x, y) and z′ = (x′, y′) in Rd1+d2 . Combining the above pointwise esti-
mate with Propositions 5.1 and 5.3 finally yields the weighted Plancherel estimates.
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Corollary 5.9. Let γ ∈ [0, d2σ/2). For all F : R→ C and z′ = (x′, y′) ∈ Rd1+d2 ,

‖W γKF (L)(·, z′)‖2L2(Rd1+d2 ) .γ

∫ ∞
0

|F (λ)|2 λ(d1+d2)/2 min{λ1/2, |x′|−1}d2σ−2γ dλ

λ
.

In particular, for all R ∈ R+, if suppF ⊆ [R2/4, 4R2], then

V(z′, R−1) ‖$R(·, z′)γKF (L)(·, z′)‖2L2(Rd1+d2 ) .γ ‖F (R2·)‖22. (5.23)

5.3. Proof of Theorem 1.1. We are finally able to prove our main result. We
need some properties of the weight $R. Recall that the homogeneous dimension of
the underlying metric measure space is Q = d1 + (1 + σ)d2.

Lemma 5.10. Suppose that γ ∈ [0,min{d1, σd2}/2) and β > Q/2− γ. Then∫
Rd1+d2

(1 +$R(z, z′))−2γ(1 +R%(z, z′))−2β dz .β,γ V(z′, R−1). (5.24)

for all R ∈ R+ and z′ ∈ Rd1+d2 . Moreover

$R(z, z′) . 1 +R%(z, z′) (5.25)

for all R ∈ R+ and z, z′ ∈ Rd1+d2 .

Proof. Analogous to [MS12, Lemma 12] and [CS13, Lemma 4.2]. �

Recall that D = max{d1 + d2, (1 + σ)d2}. By standard techniques (see, e.g.,
[MS12, Section 5] and references therein), the proof of Theorem 1.1 reduces to
the following weighted L1 estimate for integral kernels KF (L) corresponding to
compactly supported multipliers F .

Proposition 5.11. Let R ∈ R+ and β, s ∈ R+
0 with s > β + D/2. Then, for all

bounded Borel functions F : R→ C supported in [R2/4, R2],

ess sup
z′∈Rd1+d2

∫
Rd1+d2

(1 +R%(z, z′))β |KF (L)(z, z
′)| dz .β,s ‖F (R2·)‖L2

s
.

Proof. It is convenient to introduce, for all p ∈ [1,∞] and β, γ ∈ R+
0 and r ∈ R+,

the following weighted Lp norm for integral kernels K : Rd1+d2 × Rd1+d2 → C:

~K~p,β,γ,r

= ess sup
z′∈Rd1+d2

V(z′, r)1/p′‖(1 + %(·, z′)/r)β(1 +$r−1(·, z′))γK(·, z′)‖Lp(Rd1+d2 ).

Here p′ = p/(p− 1) denotes the conjugate exponent to p.
By Proposition 5.1, Rd1+d2 with the Lebesgue measure and the distance % is a

doubling space, and L satisfies Gaussian-type heat kernel bounds, hence standard
multiplier results (see, e.g., [Heb95], [DOS02] or [Mar17, Theorem 6.1]) apply to L
and yield the following weigthed L2 estimate:

~KF (L)~2,β,0,R−1 .β,s ‖F (R2·)‖L∞s
for all R ∈ R+, F : R → C with suppF ⊆ [−4R2, 4R2] and s > β ≥ 0; together
with (5.25) and Sobolev embedding, this implies that

~KF (L)~2,β,γ,R−1 .β,γ,s ‖F (R2·)‖L2
s

for all R ∈ R+, F : R → C with suppF ⊆ [−4R2, 4R2], β, γ ∈ R+
0 and s >

β + γ + 1/2.
Note that (5.23) can be rewritten as

~KF (L)~2,0,γ,R−1 .γ ‖F (R2·)‖2
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for all R ∈ R+, F : R→ C with suppF ⊆ [R2/4, 4R2] and γ ∈ [0, d2σ/2). Interpo-
lation of the last two estimates (cf. [MM90, proof of Lemma 1.2] or [DOS02, proof
of Lemma 4.3]) yields

~KF (L)~2,β,γ,R−1 .β,γ,s ‖F (R2·)‖L2
s

for allR ∈ R+, F : R→ C with suppF ⊆ [R2/4, 4R2], γ ∈ [0, d2σ/2) and s > β ≥ 0.
This estimate, together with (5.24) and the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality implies

~KF (L)~1,β,0,R−1 .s ‖F (R2·)‖L2
s

for all R ∈ R+, F : R → C with suppF ⊆ [R2/4, 4R2], β ∈ R+
0 and s > β + (Q −

min{d1, d2σ})/2 = β +D/2. �

Appendix. Proof of Theorem 4.2

Theorem 3.5 of [BS91] states that the eigenfunction ψVn associated to the eigen-
value EVn has exactly n−1 zeros. Our task is thus reduced to counting the zeros of
any nontrivial L2 solution of u′′(x) = (V (x)−EVn )u(x) on (0,+∞) (and the analo-
gous problem on (−∞, 0)). A standard argument in Sturm–Liouville theory implies
that such a function u cannot have zeros outside the classical region (0, xV,+n ): in-
deed, if x1 ≥ xV,+n is any such zero, without loss of generality u′(x1) > 0 and
u(x2), u′(x2) > 0 if x2 is slightly to the right of x1; using V (x)−EVn > 0 on [x2,+∞)
one can easily conclude that u diverges at +∞, contradicting square-integrability.
Thus, it is enough to estimate

Z := number of zeros of u on (0, xV,+n ).

In order to do that, we introduce the additional point yV,+n defined as the unique

solution of V ′(y)
(EVn −V (y))3/2

= 1
π in (0, xV,+n ). By Sturm’s comparison theorem [Tit62,

Section 5.2], the number of zeros of u on [yV,+n , xV,+n ) is bounded by the maximal
number of zeros of a nontrivial solution of v′′(x) = (V (yV,+n )−EVn )v(x) on the same
interval. Since

xV,+n − yV,+n ≤ 1

V ′(yV,+n )

∫ xV,+n

yV,+n

V ′ =
EVn − V (yV,+n )

V ′(yV,+n )
=

π√
EVn − V (yV,+n )

, (5.26)

such a solution v can have at most one zero in [yV,+n , xV,+n ). Thus |Z − Z ′| ≤ 1,
where

Z ′ := number of zeros of u on (0, yV,+n ).

Now define Q(x) :=
√
EVn − V (x) and ρ(x) :=

√
u′(x)2 +Q(x)2u(x)2 for all

x ∈ (0, xV,+n ), and let θ : (0, xV,+n )→ R be a C1 function such that

eiθ =
u′ + iQu

ρ
. (5.27)

The fact that the phase function θ is defined up to integer multiples of 2π has no
consequences in what follows. Differentiating (5.27) and taking real parts yields

θ′ = Q+
Q′uu′

ρ2
. (5.28)

By combining (5.27) and (5.28), we see that u(x) = 0 if and only if θ(x) ∈ πZ, and
in those points θ′(x) > 0. This immediately implies that∣∣∣∣∣Z ′ − 1

π

∫ yV,+n

0

θ′

∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 1.
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Using (5.28) again, we find∣∣∣∣∣Z ′ − 1

π

∫ xV,+n

0

Q

∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 1 +
1

π

∫ xV,+n

yV,+n

Q+

∣∣∣∣∣ 1π
∫ yV,+n

0

Q′uu′

ρ2

∣∣∣∣∣ .
Estimate (5.26) gives 1

π

∫ xV,+n

yV,+n
Q ≤ 1. By squaring and taking imaginary parts of

both sides of (5.27), we obtain the identity

Q′uu′

ρ2
=

sin(2θ)Q′

2Q
. (5.29)

Putting our estimates together gives∣∣∣∣∣Z − 1

π

∫ xV,+n

0

Q

∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 3 +

∣∣∣∣∣ 1π
∫ yV,+n

0

sin(2θ)Q′

2Q

∣∣∣∣∣ . (5.30)

To bound the last integral, we combine (5.28) and (5.29) to get∫ yV,+n

0

sin(2θ)Q′

2Q
=

∫ yV,+n

0

sin(2θ)Q′

2Q2
θ′ −

∫ yV,+n

0

sin(2θ)2|Q′|2

4Q3
.

We treat the two integrals separately. We have∫ yV,+n

0

sin(2θ)Q′

2Q2
θ′ =

1

4

∫ yV,+n

0

(cos(2θ))′
(

1

Q

)′
,

where
(

1
Q

)′
= V ′

2(EVn −V )3/2
is monotone and takes values in (0, 1

2π ) on the interval

of integration. By the second mean value theorem for Riemann–Stieltjes integrals,
there exists x̄ ∈ (0, yVn ) such that

1

4

∣∣∣∣∣
∫ yV,+n

0

(cos(2θ))′
(

1

Q

)′∣∣∣∣∣ =
1

4

∣∣∣∣∣ 1

2π

∫ yV,+n

x̄

(cos(2θ))′

∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 1

4π
.

The second integral is bounded as follows:

0 ≤
∫ yV,+n

0

sin(2θ)2|Q′|2

4Q3
≤
∫ yV,+n

0

|Q′|2

4Q3
=

1

16

∫ yV,+n

0

V ′

(EVn − V )
5
2

V ′

=
1

24

∫ yV,+n

0

((EVn − V )−3/2)′ V ′

= − 1

24

∫ yV,+n

0

(EVn − V )−3/2 V ′′ + (EVn − V (yV,+n ))−3/2 V ′(yV,+n )

≤ 1

π
,

where we used an integration by parts. Altogether, we proved

1

π

∣∣∣∣∣
∫ yV,+n

0

sin(2θ)Q′

2Q

∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 5

4π2
.

Recalling the definition of Z and (5.30), we have∣∣∣∣∣number of zeros of ψVn −
1

π

∫ xV,+n

−xV,+n

√
EVn − V

∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 2

(
3 +

5

4π2

)
+ 1,

as we wanted (the summand 1 comes from the possible zero at x = 0).
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